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doing at this late day.
head makes America its headquarters, but probably no other road into Tucum- eign and Domestic Commerce that ton Citizen.
fifty
are at hand the prospects are good of horses, but since the ranch deal carries aid and comfort to the sick cari that will be of greater bene- he has received inquiries for 1.000 of
for driving still farther down into was closed, he has decided to sell and wounded and the dependents of fit than this one. Tucumcari should the machines. Firms interested in the In its dealings with Russia Ger- - Von Hindenburg says he will be
the crust of the earth and winning these too. and devote his time to the sick and wounded in
each of the dig in and help the movement Roy sale of sewing machines should ap- many is willing to make peace piece in Paris by April. Heaven help him
if he s caught. Savannah News.
the penant by a considerable margin. other business. Estancia Herald, .'allied countries. Official Bulletin.
ply to Dr. Veditz. Official Bulletin. by piece. New York Sun.
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JAPAN TO RAID SIBERIA.
Washington. March C. Kxchanges
regarding the situation in Siberia and
the proposed action there by the Japanese are continuing, and apparently
have developed the fact that there is
no difference in principle between
Japan and the allies or between the
t'nited Stales and Japan, although the
Ignited States has not given formal
assent to any operations which may
he undertaken.
It Is understood there is still a
chance that peace and order in Siberia and the elimination of German
intrigue and propaganda ran be secured by the Japanese without the exhibition of actual force.
Democrats Regain Rule in Congress.
New York. Control of the House
of Representatives was regained by
the Iemocrats when they elected
their candidates from four districts in
Greater New York at special elections
called to choose' successors to four
members of that party who had resigned their seats In Congress.
women had their first chance to
vote slnee they won the rights at the
polls last November. It was significant that they cast 31.858 votes out of
a total of 78,192 In the four districts.
New-Yor-

Crew of Raider Seeadler Saved.
Valparaiso. The Chilean schooner
Falcon has arrived here from Easter
Islands, having on board the crew of
the German auxiliary cruiser Seeadler.
The Germans reached Easter irlandf
in a sloop after the vessel was lost.

I

f

nlnti .News Ker Ice.

(Via London), March 5.
"The Rumanians have accepted our armistice conditions," says a German official communication issued Monday.

$

r

Berlin. Kmperor William, according to an official announcement made
on the conclusion of peace between

KiiKso-tiertna-

London, March ;. "Our allies are
making every effort to increase their
production of ships." Sir Kric (ieddes,
first lord of the admiralty, said, "hut
despite glowing reports in the American press and as great as the effort
of that country doubtless is, here is
no doubt a considerable time must
elapse before the desired output is obtained."
Sir Kric, whose address was delivered in the House of Commons, said
the naval forces of the allies in
waters would be augmented
shortly by a force of Hrazilian warships.
Willi the American Army in France,
March ti. -- Shells have been falling
thick and last within the American
llncB and upon lie enemy positions on
the Toul sector. Aside from a big bar
rage which the enemy placed on the
American positions at daylight Monday In this neighborhood, J.nnii projectiles have been dropped in the vicinity of the terrain occupied by the
Americans, many of them upon lowns.
The American casualties, however,
Sunday
have been extremely light.
night the Americans continued to shell
the enemy and put down two ban ages
on his positions. The infantry activity was confined solely to patrol
The Americans searched No
Mn's Land in the snow for the bodies
of enemy killed in the raiding.
None was found, but the body of on"
American was discovered in the American wire in front of a listening post.
The man had on his gas mask. A bullet had passed through his head. (July
two cartridges remained in his rifle,
which was found under his body and
there were other indications that he
died fighting. The heavy snow is continuing.
Later the Americans themselves in
the same region took the initiative into their own hands and, sallying forth
as a raiding unit, penetrated Herman
positions and brought back a number
of prisoners.
The Germans, alter having heavilv
bombarded the British lines west of
Lens, launched an attack, but the British easily repulsed it, inflicting heavy
casualties on the Teutons and taking
a number of prisoners.
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London, March
iterated Htalement of English correspondents that anything may happen
in KuRHla
at any Unit! anil thai
nothing need caUHe surprise may possibly lie illustrated by the developments there pending the ratification of
the
peace treaty, according to reports appearing here.
"It is said that a section nt the Bol
shevikl is in no wise pleased with the
surrender of Nikolai l.enlne, the
premier, and is Inclined to join
the Left Social Revolutionaries, the
war spirit of which, according to the
Dally Mail's Petrograd correspondent
predominates and const It nteg a formidable opposition to the peace party.
This war party, it 1r said, advises that
the I'etrograd governmental institutions be removed into the interior of
It'issia, from where they ran continue
the fight against the Onnans.
Opposition to the Cermans is said
10 be greater in the Moscow and pro
vinrlnl councils ban in I'etrograd.
A Iterlin dispatch received in Amthe early resignasterdam
tion of Lenine and Trolzky, the Bolshevik
foreign minister, owing to
their increasing unpopularity.
Narva, inn miles southwest of I'etrograd, has been captured by the
and the enemy is reported to be
continuing bis advance on I'etrograd.

FRENCH

VIC-

TROOPS HOLD POSITIONS

Iff.

'

BREAK THROUGH THREE
LINES IN SURPRISE
ATTACK NEAR VERDUN.

DE-

TORY OF GERMAN SWORD.

SHELL AMERICAN LINES
FIERCE ATTACK CENTERED
POSITIONS NEAR TOUL
TOWNS BOMBED.

RAID TRENCHES

TOTEUTONTERMS

SHIPS TO REPERIL, SIR ERIC
GEDDES ASSERTS.
TO

LIEVE

NERVY GIRL MAKES

AUSTRALIANS

FORTUNE IN YEAR

NEW WAR PARTY
BRAZIL

LOUIS SWIFT, JR.

RUMANIA AGREES

Germany and Russia, sent a telegram
tndimil von lli'i'lliiitr the German ill
General Giardino, under
p,.,.,,,! chancellor, reading as follows:
General Diaz in the Italian army, who
" termini sword, wielded by
has fiflured prominently In fighting!
army nailers, nas uruiigm peace
gieai
he
Fiave.
along
with Russia. With deep gratitude to
(iod, who has been with us, 1 am filled
RUSSIAN RAID HALTED with proud joy at the deeds of my
army and the tenacious perseverance
of my people. It is of especial satis- ?SLAVS ACCEPT GERMAN TERMS
that German blood and
'
German kultur have been saved. AcTO STOP INVASION.
fm. yom
my
faithful and strong cooperation in the
work.
ReDort 20O Bolshevikl Arrested and
in
Russia
Military
operations
Entered
Germans
When
Hanged
'stopped Sunday, says t lie official
Wolmar in February.
statement issued by the German gen-eral staff.

-
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Here la another Instance ta disprove
the belief of some Individuals that the
wealthy young men of this country are
unwilling to "do their bit" for the
country. Louis Swift, Jr., son of the
Chicago packing magnate, Is now serving as a private In the army.

"

-

r 'll). in N
f Sfrvl' P.
Merlin (Via London), March 4.
"My reason of tin- signing of the peace
Invutv witli Russia." says the official
coiiiniiinicatk !. from headquarters last
night, "military operations in Russia

W. hi. 'I ll Ni'U

The German press
Amsterdam.
flieels the advent of peace witli Rus!la as a master stroke. The German
emperor s telegram to Chancellor vim
Herlling is placarded throughout Uer-

-
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ENDDENVERWATERSUIT
CITY LOSES FIGHT TO CUT RATE
CHARGED FOR WATER.
Value of $13,415,899 Fixed by Special
Master Chinn, Held by Court to
Be Just.

Trolzky, Bolshevik foreign minister,
did not return to the peace conference,
at Brest Lit ovsk because Germany objected to his continuance as a Russian
delegate. It Is stated that Trotzky's
resignation will be forthcoming as a
l
German and Ausresult.
trian statements received here yesterday set forth claims or forward
steps toward peace between the central powers and Rumania.
Semi-officia-

NewnimliiT I'liltm

Service.

Washington. The city of Denver In
the Supreme Court lost its fight of
twenty years' duration against the
Denver Union Water Company over
consumers' rates.
the city
restraining
Injunctions
from enforcing an ordinance reducing
water rates 20 per cent, alleged to
be confiscatory on the ground that It
would lake the company's property for
l'e'.rograd. Knsign Krylenko, comma- public use without compensation, were
nder-in-chief
of the army, haa or- Rustained.
dered the field staff at Mohilev to
Justice Holmes, Brandeis and Clarke
cease hostilities, according to an offi- dissented, being of the opinion the
The troops are proceedings should be dismissed. Lowcial announcement.
instructed to remain In their present er court valuations of the company's
positions.
property at $13,415,899 were upheld.
A proclamation published here, anSince the proceedings were instituted
nouncing the intention of the Bolshe- the city obtained an option to purvik government to sign the peace chase the property on the basis of that
treaty with the central powers with- valuation.
out discussion of the conditions con- ned therein, concludes with these
Fifth Anniversary as President.
words:
President Wilson on
Washington.
"We are leaving it entirely to the March 4 rounded out his fifth year as
workmen and peanants of the whole the nation's executive and the eleventh
world to judge the matter after the month of his
leadership in the world's
delegation has informed them of the war work. The day found him entrue facts."
with some of the most perplexannounces gaged
Another proclamation
ing problems that have faced the nathe convocation of an extraordinary tion. It found the country passing
....ln u.f ...
""'..1.1..iy t cuumuo
through the valley of the shadow the
a"'1 Plants' and Cossack deputies at darkest hours of
the war with GerMoscow, March 12, in view of the seri- - many. It
passed, however, withiut apoua divergences of opinion among the
parent notice by the President. He
councils of the fundamental question had an
unusually long list of engageot the revolution and the acceptance
ments, some of w hich bore on internaVeat-couuiuoiis
tional questions.
of5.
American
Two
Paris, March
Deficiency Bill Reported to Senate.
ficers and four privates who particiWashington. ( 'arrying a total of $1,
pated in Friday's battle possessed the
and
French Croix de Guerre, conferred 180,205,355.84 in appropriations
defi-- s
the
urgent
personally by Premier Clemenceatl. authorizations, wa
reported to the
The premier reviewed the American ciency bill
the appropriations
troops and praised them highly for Senate by
mlttee. It was
$73,385,000
their "alorous conduct.
by the Senate committee over the
ill.
House
JAS. L. HOUF BURNED TO DEATH.

the fear
Petrograd,
that argument would result in even
more onerous terms, the Russian deleaccepted all
gation at
the German peace conditions and is
about lo sign an agreement, according
to a telegram from the delegates received yesterday at the Sniolny Insti
tute. The demands already have been
The megIncreased, they reported.
sage, which was addressed to Premier
l.e.,i..n ami Korean Minister Trotzkv.
follows:
"Ar we i.nticipated, deliberations on
..
,.f ,,
,e ..hsolnti.lv use- less and could only make things
rse In cnnnmHsnn wilb the ultima-,0turn of Feb. 21.
"They might even assume the character of leading to the presentation
of another ultimatum.
"In view of this fuel and in conse- quence of the Germans' refusal to
cease military action until peace is
signed, we have resolved to sign the
treaty without discussing its contents
and leave after we have attached our
We, therefore, have resignatures.
quested a train, expecting lo sign to- - Body of Denver Inventor Found In
day and leave afterwards.
Hote Furnace,
"The most serious feature of the
Tne
charred
March
new demands, compared with those of
f James ' Houf' weallhy
Feb. 21, is the following:
inventor and temporary engineer
"To detach the regions of Kara- Twe Rth and Larimer
of
ho,fil
Bat-u- rn
Rhrfrom
and
Kara
bsugh,
.
was found In the furnace of
slan territory on the pretext of the
llos,e
?
Fnta1f ",0r"ingright of people to
bef " 80
"af
Teutons near Butte Hu Mesnil cap-- !
".Z?,
11 was annum
ueyuiiu juciiiiuuaiiim.
tured a section of a Frenc h position,
An autopsy showed that Houf's
hut
an immediate counter attack
skull had been fractured by a blow
evicted them.
from a blunt instrument and that ap- parently he had been shoved into the
London, March 4. According
r'n
news agency dispatch
lfur"ace, ,while f8llU a,ive'
semiofficial
PIanR an,d
from Petrograd Saturday, a proclatna- , was working
Hon has been issued by the Bolshevik tary engine
are reported
war
invention
a
on
as
government under the heading "lm- missing.
of
German
Kultur."
asserting
porteiR
that when the Germans entered WolManchuria Center of Jap Campaign.
mar Feb. 20, 200 persons were arrestLondon. A diplomatic corresponded and, without any Investigation,
were hanged in the market place. The ent, presumably Japanese, discussing
proclamation says this action resulted in the Chronicle the objects Japan
would have in taking action in Siberia,
from information given the
who gathered around the gal- says that Manchuria would be the base
lows and shouted, "The Hatne fate of the Japanese operations. Vladivosawaits 500 more." The Germans have tok, he points out, is regarded as suffiannounced that all the MolRhevik Red clently protected by the Japanese
fleet.
Guards will be hanged or shot.
March
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Woman in Race for U. S. Senator.
Washington. Announcing her candidacy for senator of Washington, Mtss
Anna Martin, suffragist, declared her
platform would be "planked" to win
the support of the "man in the street,"
and the "woman in the home."
Louis Trains.
Cut Number Chicago-St- .
Washington. Pasr.enger train bched-ule- s
between Chicago and St. Louis
to I educe
were ordered rearranged
from fifteen to nine the number of
trains daily.
Roundup of Anarchists.
Washington. A vigorous policy for
the suppression of anarchists and all
who advocate sabotage and other
forms of lawlessness was announced
by Secretary Wilson in orders to immigration officials in the Northwest to
procetd immediately to arrest aliens
guilty of spreading such doctrines.
U. S. Order

Col. Roosevelt Leaves Hospital.
New York. With the sense of equil-

ibrium destroyed for some months to
come, and permanently deaf in hie left
ear. Col. Theodore Roosevelt left
Roosevelt hospital and later will repair
to his home in Oyster Bay.
Texas Ratifies Dry Amendment.
Austin, Tex. Texas stepped into
line with other states in the Union
when the State Senate ratified the federal prohibition amendment by a 15
to 7 vote. The House ratified the
amendment last week.

Francis Safe

In Voiogda.

Washington. A dispatch received
by the State Department from Ambassador Francis announces the safe arrival of himself and staff t Vologda
Feb. 28, said the German advance on
Petrograd and Moscow was continuing
when he left the capital Feb. 26.

Wilsen te Seize Hoboken Docks.
British Vice Counsul Dead.
President Wilson inWashington.
to
U.
Named
Tex. Capt. Calvert S.
8.
El
Ishii
Viscount
Paso,
Envoy
tends to take over the Hamburg Amerfor a numbers of years British
Tokto. Viscount Ishii was formally
ican and North German Lloyd Steamambassador to vice consul at Chihuahua City, Mez-Im- .
ship companies wharves and docks at appointed Japanaae
riled at his tinme thcem.
Waatiffivlm
Hoboken. N. J.
Sco-bel-

Virgelle, Mont. Father Time has
clicked off just one little year since
Miss Beda Berggren of Duluth, Minn.,
stepped from behind the cigar counter
HUNS
SAMMIES SHELL
of a hotel In that city. This year,
however, has been time enough for the
girl to gather a neat little fortune and
gain Independence for the rest of her
BRITISH TROOPS OPERATING life.
NORTH OF JERUSALEM ADOne year ago Miss Berggren was
working for $15 a week. Now she
VANCE 3,000 YARDS.
owns 493 acres of fine land near here,
has a comfortable home, and wouldn't
be cooped up behind a cigar stnnd ror
Western Newnpuper Villon Newt, Kervlte.
The best
"all the money on earth."
London, March 5. "A number of
of the whole thing Is that she
successful raids were carried out by part
us on different parts of the front,"
says the war office report. "Australian troops entered German trenches
near Warneton and after killing at
least fifty of the enemy and destroying
several dugouts brought back eleven
prisoners and a machine gun.
Since Sunday the Germans have left
the Americans in comparative peace
on their sector near Toul. Probably
finding that their attempted forays
were too costly, they huve failed to
launch further attacks, and even have
cut down materially their
artillery
fire and gas shell bombardments.
Again the American gunners have
worked havoc among the Germans by
heavily shelling a large cantonment
where troops are assembled.
"Kast of the Meuae we carried out a
surprise attack at the Calonne trench-- ,
es and penetrated as far as the fcurth
German line on a front of 1,200 meters
and to a depth of 000 meters," the
Paris war office announced. "We captured more than 150 prisoners."
British troops operating north of
Jerusalem in Palestine have made an
advance along a front of twelve miles
to a maximum depth of li.OOl) yards
astride and west of the Jerusalem
road.
j

MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Waitarn Newipapar Union News Service.
UENVKK MARKETS,

Fat steers,
Fat steers,

tattle.

ch. to prime.

.

.$12.50

choice.
Fat steers, fair to troud....
Heifers, prime
Cows, fat, good to choice..
Cows, fat, fulr to good....
Cows, common to fair
Veal calves
Bulls
Feeders, good to choice....
Feeders, fair to good
Feeders, common to fair...
Mockers, god toto choice...
good
Stockers, fair
Good bogs
none! to

Sheep,

Lambs, light
Lambs, heavy

ji,

l.TT

1

14.00

D 1

2.&ii

10.5U&U.6O
.50W 10.50
D.OOto 9.75
S.OOfcJ 9.00
6.50 'a 7.75
14.00
18.00
9.0
7.254D
9.50(0)10.75
9.25
8.50c
7.50c?
8.50

9.0010.50
H.i'idv

9.00

I6.OO1&

16.40

$13.5016.59
15.25
14.00'u)
1 1.00 r 12.00
14.8.'.
13.00
12.0iK,i 12.50

Bwti
Yearlings .'
Wethers ..."

4

HAV AKI1 CHAIN MAIIKKT.

Carload Price.)
liar.
Prices
per Ton.
Buying
22.0023.00
Colo, upland, per ton
20.00
Nebr. upland, per ton
Prairie hay (new crop),
Colo, and Nebr., per ton. .18.004(119.00
23.00424.00
Timothy, per ton
Alfalfa (new crop) per ton 20.00 9 22.00
24.004J25.00
South Park, per
ton
Gunnison Valley, per ton.. .21.O04i23.0O
6.00 W 7.00
Straw, per ton
(P. O. B. Denver.

(Uratn.

2.90
Nebr., 100 lbs., buying
2.90
oats, bulk, buying
'!
chop, aatk, selling
In suck, selling
'"
(Jluten Keml, sucked, selling
ji;22
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling 1.7c1,

Oats,
Colo.,
Corn
Corn

VHur.

Hungarian patent. 98 lbs. sacked,
subject to discount
I'OULTHV.

UHESSUD

Less 10 per cent commission. 34
J
32
Turkeys, fancy d. p
H126
24
Turkeys, old toins
20 W22
Turkeys, choice
25
22
Ducks, young
22
Ueese
c25
10
Kouslers
tj)U
.lire I'uullrr.
Denver.) IS
(Prices net
15
W
rtoosters, lb
25
21

Young

Turkeys, JO lbs. or over
young

26
23
16

Ducks,
Ueese

iu)30

425
tf20

j

lin.
Kings are flying everywhere, and the
will have a holiday.
Pelrngrael. March 4. A German air-- ' schools
The Leipsig Neueste Nachrichten's
man bombed various parts of the city,
Three persons were killed and five Berlin correspondent says thai negotiations with Serbia and Montenegro
wounded.
are a matter of a few weeks, as both,
out of the war and
Amsterdam, March 4 - - According to like Rumania, are
must sign peace.
reports enianal it.g from Poland. Leon

have ceased."

Cigar Stand Clerk Takes Homestead and War Prices Bring
Her Riches.

LATE

With the American Army In France,
March 4. Another German raid on
the American Hue was made Friday
night in the Chemin des Dames sector.
After Blarp fighting the enemy retired.
A plan of attack, including a map
of the American positions, indicating
every dugout, which was removed
from the body of a Prussian captain,
who led the recent assault upon the
sector northwest of Toul, shows how
completely the Germans prepare their
raids if, in fact, this was but a
simple raid, not having as its ultimate
object the retention of a portion of the
salient.

Now Owns 493 Acres of Fine Land.

160-acr-

IIKMIIII

41

I

i

t

d

Chemin-des-Dame-

s

1

.31
.26

Seattle, Wash. A monster
bear Is reported to be ploying
havoc In northern Saskatchewan. Recently a woodsman
spied the bruin and begun to
pepper It with his
rifle. Undaunted, the bear made
for the man, who dropped his
gun and dnshed to his cabin.
He led the animal for several
laps around the cabin, but bruin
suddenly stopped and waited.
The woodsman ran Into the bear,
sustained several broken ribs In
Its powerful clutch, and was
tossed Into a nearby well. Later
the woodsman pulled himself to
the surface in the bucket.

9.U0

r,

.

"didn't have to marry a rich bachelor,
or full heir to the fortune of a relative.
Miss Berggren heard a salesman telling of the opportunities In homesteads
in the 'West. Immediately she wrote
to friends in Montana, asking them
how to take n claim. They told her,
nnd she filed on 110 acres, which cost
her $24. Luter she took 160 acres
more, then bought 13 acres nnd finally
e
tract. This
took another
made a total of 493 acres In her possession, and now It can be sold for
$50 an acre.
War prices of farm products came
Washington. Five Americans, Including Second Lieut. Harold F. Eadie to the old of Miss Berggren. She put
of Tilton, N. H., were killed, five were up her shack nnd made the necessary
severely wounded and four slightly Improvements nround the homestead.
wounded In the fight with the Ger- She did most of the plow ing nnd plantmans north of Toul, March 1, tlr War ing herself, although neighbors helped
Department announced.
her some. Then her crop begun to
ripen, nnd she soon was In a position
Rome. Grave damage was done to to travel bock to Duluth ns a wenlthy
the Ducal palace, the Bridge of Sighs, lund owner.
the Church of St. John and St. Paul
The trip back to Duluth, however,
and the Church of St. Simon, as well was for only a short vacation. Miss
as other treasures of Venice in a Teu- Berggren hurried agnln to her hometon moonlight air reid over that city stead In Montana and expects to Rtuy
Feb. 20. Fifty enemy airplanes took "out where there's room to breathe."
part in the raid, dropping 300 bombs.
It was the mont violent raid on any
Ml 1 1 1
Italian objective since the war began.
BRUIN HUGS MAN. THEN
The entire casualties were one man
TOSSES HIM DOWN WELL
killed and two women wounded.

With the American Army in France,
March 2. American troops repulsed
a strong German attack Friday morning in the salient north ot Toul. There
were many American casualties, one
of the killed being a captain who was
graduated from West Point in 1917.
The raid wag a complete failure, three
German prisoners remaining in AmerGermans Take 63,800 Russians.
ican hands. The ground in front of
Berlin. The Germans In their ad- the American trenches was strewn
vance through Russia have captured, with German dead. '
Americans north of
according to the official communicahave taken part in repulsing
tion from general headquarters, 0,800
a German attack. A German official
officers and 57,000 meu, 2,400 guns,
machine guns, thousands of motor statement says that ten Americans
vehicles, 800 locomotives and thous- were taken prisoner in the latter sector.
ands of trucks.

net, F
graded No.
Denver
giuUed No. 2 net, F.
Eggs.
CJ. B. Deliver
Eggs, case count, misc.
cases, less commiHBloii. . . SS.t
llullrr.
Creameries, ex. 1st grd., lb.. .
Creameries, 2nd grade, lb....
Process
Packing stock (net)
Krnlt.
O. B.

49
46
43 !s
35

Apples, Colo., new fancy, box . 1.00 'ti 2.50
3.U0
PeulB, Colo
VcgelultlrN.
Beuns,
Ueuiis,
IJ.aiiH,
Beets,

Navy,

cni

I'iulo, cwl

12.0014.00
.16
1.75
2.25
l.M'u 2.00
.15
25 4j)
.35
1.5044 2.00
.20
164l
1.75 tf 2.00
154
1.504
2.00'it

Carrots, cwt
Cauliflower, lb
Unions, table, doz
Potatoes, cwt
Tomatoes, H. H., lb
Turnips, Colo., cwt
UIDUS

8.U0

i.oo-t-

Lima, lb
Colo., cut
Cabbage, Colo

12r

AND PELTS.

Dry
Flint butcher, lb
Flint fallen, lb

Hide.

25
23

12
Flint bull and slug, lb
12
lb
Flint, culls und2c glue
2c
less.
to
lb.
Salt bides,
Horse lilties 12 lo 23 price of green
salted.
V.rrrn Halted Cured Hides, etc.

Over 40 lbs., lb
Under 40 lbs., lb
(jiue hides und skins

09
09

4

11)

w in
07

OS
Bull and slug
Purl cured, lc less.
Green, 2c less than cured.
Calf anil Kip, lireen Mailed.
20wt2
Calfskin, lb
J.12414
Kip, lb
,

Each.

1.00 41.25
041)
.75
.11

Deacons

Slunks

Branded
Horse, No. 1
Horse, No. 2
Glue and pony
Colt

5 004)6.00
4 00
5.00
2.5043.00

504f

(ireen Salted Pelts.

.60

Each.

004f2.50
Lamb and sheep
154 .45
Spring lambs
1041 .56
blieaillllgs
,
Dry Kllat Pelts.
344735
Wool pelts
30431
Bhort wool pelts
24
Butcher shearlings. No. 1
10
No. 2 muriun shearlings
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.
MISCELLANEOUS

MARKETS.

Prices for Metals.
Bar silver, 85 He
.

Copper, $23.12
Lead. $7.25.

Spanish Ship Sunk With Wheat Cargo.
Paris. A Spanish ship, which had
been chartered by Switzerland and
was conveying 3,000 tons of wheat
from America to Europe, has been
and sunk.

.spelter, $7.65.
Tungsten concentrates, per unit, $26.
concenColo. Tungsten
Boulder,
$20.00022.50 per
trates, 60 per cent,
unit; crude ores, 60 per cent, $22.00(ji
25.00; 25 per cent, $12,00412.50; 10 per
cent, $9.4012.20 per unit.
Washington, March 2. Indications
now point to an agreement between LIMBERGER
A
RIOT Cklrsga Urala mm Provision Prices.
CAUSES
Corn No. 4 yellow, $1.60
the entente powers and America to
Chicago.
1.65.
confide to Japan alone the task of
3
No.
Oats
of
Out
white,
91", (S 92Hc;
Cheese
Threw
at
Guest
Party
standard, 92 692c.
taking such measures as may be necWindow and Two Were Stabbed
Barley $1.80CJ. 2.24.
essary to combat German aggression
as Result.
Rye No. 2. $2.77.
and influence in Siberia and to pro8.00.
Timothy $5.oo 31.00.
Clover $28.00 (f
tect the military stores at Vladivostok.
Lard $26.40.
St. Lonls. At a pound party given
Hlbs $24.75.
in honor of Mrs. Mabel Williams of
House Passes Alien Slacker Eill.
BfMtaa Wool Market.
St. Louis a guest brought a pound of
Wool scoured basis;
Boston.
Washington. Over the protect of limburger cheese. Levy Williams,
Texas Fine, twelve months, $t.68
master of ceremonies. 1.72; fine, eight months, $1.55W1.S0.
Secretary Lansing, the House of Repd
alien threw the cheese out, and was rebuked
Territory Fine staple, $1.85;
resentatives passed the
combing, $1,7041.75;
slacker bill by a vote of 344 to 21.
fine
$1.50;
combing,
by the hostess.
1.04 1.65; fine medium
In the argument and fight that fol- clothing.
$1.55(a1.60.
British Ship Tiberia Sunk.
lowed. Simmons stabbed Mrs. Wil clothing.
Pulled
Extra.
$1.80(3 1.83; A A, $1.70
New York. The British merchant
liams and her brother, Adolph Wood- - O1.80; A supers, $1,6041.65.
was
A
riot call
steamshtn Tiberia of 4,881) Ions gross. row, with an Ice pick.
New Vark I'ottasi Prices.
New
York. Cotton March. 32.2;
ow ned by the Anchor line, was sunk
turned in and 12 arrests were made.
31.84; July, 31.37; October, 30.38;
May,
Simmons escaped.
by a German submarine.
December, 30.08.

Drop Meatless Meal to Save Flour.
Washington. Owing to increasing
demand of the allies for breadstuffs
and the Increased necessity for conservation of wheat, the Food Admin
istration has decided to relax volun
tary restrictions on meat consumption
with a view to increasing further
bread conservation. To this end Food
Administrator Hoover announced that
the meatless meal each day and he
porkless Saturday are no longer necessary, but urges the public still to
adhere to the bee fl ess and porkless
Tuesday.

American Troops Keen for Action.
An Atlantic Port. Maj. Gen. Peyton
March, new chief of staff of the
United States army, arrived here
after nine months abroad as chief of
artillery of the American expeditionary force. "The American forces are
remarkable for their morale and
health," he declared. "They are keen
about the game. Those on the battle
line now and the reserves, loo, are so
well trained In modern warfare thet
they can handle themselves with entire credit to the United States."

Germany's War Debt $25,000,000,000.
Amsterdam.
Germany's national
debt has risen to nearly 124,000,000,-00marks
the
($25,000,000,000),
Reichstag was informed by Count von
0

Posadowsky-Wehner-

.

Kaiser's Ships Blown Up By Mines.
London. An Amsterdam dispatch
says that Friday morning a German
torpedo boat and two German mine
sweepers ran into mines off Vlieland
island and were blown up.

d

Explorer 111 In Herschel Island Camp.
Dawson, Y. T. Word reached here
of the illness of VUhjalmur Stefans-sothe explorer, who is wintering at
Herschel island. Last reports said be
had suffered a relapse and was delirious. Capt. K. M. Tupper and the
members of bis Royal Northwest
Mounted Police arctic patrol returned
from the northern edge of the continent and reported Stefanssoa having
reached Herschel island over the ice
after his boat, the Polar Bear, grounded at Ttarter Island butt full.

n,
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Huns Would Dethrone Rumanian King
London. The peace terms submitted to King Ferdinand of Rumania by
Count Czernln, the
foreign minister, included the King's
abdication In favor of his brother.
Prince William, or the taking of a referendum in Rumania regarding his
successor, according to a Berlin dis
patch.
Austro-Hungaria- n

RedmcAid Undergoes Operation.
London. John Redmond, the I risk
leader, was operated upon in London.
Hh rrmrRtlnn In aHfw4ww

GIRL

KILLS

HOLD-U- P

MAN

kirasa Lire stark ttuaSatiaaa.

Hogs Bulk, $1.30 16.80;
light, $16.50 17.00; mixed. $16,154' 16.95;
heavy, $15,704 16.60; rough, $15,704)
and
Faints
Woman
Then Minneapolis
15.90; pigs. $12.50016.40.
Cattle Native steers. $8.s:, 14.30;
Physician Is Called to Atand feeders, $7.606f 1 1.00; cows
atockers
tend Her.
and heifers, $6.60011.80; calves, $8.75
ipf 14.25.
Sheep Sheep. $10.85$ 13.40; lambs,
Mlnnesnolls. Miss Mabel Drumater, $14,000
17.50.
a clerk In the office of the P. McCoy
Patataes mm Pealtry.
Batter,
Ksg.
Fuel company's office, shot and killed
Butter
Chicago.
Creamery, 42Vs0
E. F. Orr, a railroad switchman, when 45 c.
Eggs Firsts, J4c; ordinarv firsts, 32
he attempted to rob the office. Miss (fr$3c;
at mark, cases Included. 32(g) 33c.
Drumater collapsed when told she had
Potatoes Wisconsin. Michigan and
bulk, $1.20(f 1.25; do, sacks,
killed the man and had to be attended Minnesota,
$1.8601.10.
by a physician.
Poultry Young roosters, 28c.
Crata la Mtaaeaaalla.
Mads Money If Drunk
81.8S
Minneapolis, Minn. Barley
the
he
drunker
got
"The
Chicago.
'
Rye $8 76 O 2.78.
better be worked and the more money
Bran $31.60.
he made," testified Mrs. Fern Mooney
Corn No. 8 yellow, $1.75 01.80.
Oats No. 8 white,
while speaking of her husband, Leo
Flax $4.08(9 4.0.
But still she wanted a diMooney.
Kaaaaa City Pradsea.
vorce, and It was granted.
Kansas
City. Butter
Creamery,
42c; seconds, 40c; packing,
45c;
firsts,
In
World.
Meanest Thief
34c.
meanest
thief
Eggs Firsts. 8114c.
Garrison, N. T. The
Poultry Roosters, 20c; broilers. 24(9
In the world bobbed up here.
He stole a knitting bag from Miss
Price at Sagar.
Hazel Lewis which contained a sweatNew
Tork.
Centrifugal
er she wss knitting for one "who Is .06;
cut loaf, Sugar
fighting for her."
Chicago.

0ilHc.

tc

..

hired help. This arrangement applies
both to the first and second floors.
This Idea was recently brought Into
prominence by the Minnesota state
contest for prize farmhouse designs.
Each design had to incorporate this
F
ii HOUSE arrangement In some way.
From the back porch the entrance
leads to a washroom, where the men
flans for Model Country Home coming In from their work can clean
up, without going into the kitchen at
Make Provision for Many
all, as they can go directly to the
dining room from the wushroom. A
Conveniences.
case is provided In which the men can
hang their outside work clothes.
Two bedrooms nr provided for the
ROOMS ARE WELL ARRANGED
help on the second floor. These can
be shut off from I lie rest of the up JERSEY IS HEAVY
PRODUCER
stairs by closing one door In the large
of
Living Quarters
Family Separated
Milk Scales and Butterfat Test DeFrom Those of Hired Help-L- arge
termine Whether Cow Is ProvDining Room Is
ing Profitable or Not
Provided.

CITY'S COMFORTS

tADM

TTrTT

mm
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IFffiBW
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The milk scales and the butterfat
test tell the slory of whether a cow
Is producing or not. Jerseys have

Mr. William A. Radford will answer
give advice FREE OF
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
of
subject building, for the readers of this
paper. On account of his wide experience
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
is, without doubt, the highest authority
on all these subjects. Address all Inquiries
to William A. Radford, No. 1K27 Prairie
avenue, Chicago, III., and only enclose
three-cestamp for reply.

question! and

By WILLIAM

tD

The planning of the ordinary American farm dwellings has been given
little attention by most architects. As
o result, these dwellings are lacking
In attractiveness and iu muny conven
lences that are economically possible
and necessary If country life for those
who make It possible for most people
to exist is to be made comfortable and
pleasant.
The Ideal farmhouse specifications
should Include a hot air furnace or
other heating equipment, a modern
plumbing system and wiring for electric lights.
The following are regarded as minimum accommodations:
Three bedrooms und one bnthroom
for the family and one bedroom, with
separate toilet conveniences to accommodate one or two hired hands;
a living room, dining room, screened
living and dining porch, farm office,
kitchen, lnundry and wushroom, and
sufficient busement space for heating
apparatus, fuel and storage of fruit
und vegetables.
It is permitted to plan dining room
and kitchen In combination, screening
the one from the other by folding

doors or otherwise, and to plan for
such a room to take the place of
separate living room, provided there
is a separate room on the first floor
large enough to accommodate a piano
and to serve the purpose of a parlor,
book
library, farm office, with built-icases for books, music, player records,
farm Journals and flies and space for
desk or library table.
Another provision Is for a side en
trance In connection with the kitchen
entry. This would serve for the men
coming In from work and there would
be a washroom with a sink or lava
tory, a bench or settee, a shelf and
wardrobe hooks. Convenient space Is
to be provided, also, for refrigerator
n

V
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been making and breaking records foi
production with great rapidity during
the past year. More cows are now being tested than ever have been In the
past, and the individual and average
production is higher than In othei
years.
In May, three years ago, a list of
Jersey cows on yearly test thut were

1
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ROADS
FAME FROM ITS GOOD ROADS
Improved 8treets, 8mooth and Dust
lest Highways Around Philadelphia Advertises City.
Good streets and smooth, dustless
country roads, have been a means of
advertising and giving added Importance to Philadelphia, not only throughout the United States and Canada, but
l,
abroad, according to William II.
chief of the bureau of highways,
Philadelphia Inquirer states.
Highway experts from scores of
American and European cities, as well
as engineers representing practically
every state in this country, have
studied the progress made by Philadel
phia In dealing with one of tiie great
est of municipal problems, that of road
construction und maintenance, and

i

I

Con-nel-

OUT OF THE WAY.

A

!

i

GOOD
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ARMY MOTOR TRANSPORT TAKING ON
GAS EN ROUTE TO ATLANTIC COAST

The photograph given herewith shows one of the army motortrucks,
making up the motor train which carried munitions and supplies from Detroit
to the Atlantic coast, replenishing Its fuel supply "somewhere lu Pennsylvania."
The new freight service wus Inaugurated by the quartermaster's department to relieve railroad congestion. The tank car is one of the two thut accompanied the train.

W

Second Floor Plan,
bedroom that leads to the hack hall.
The family occupy the olhcr three
rooms on this floor and reach them by
the front stairs, while the back rooms
are reached by the back stairs.
On the first floor oue of the buck
corners of the house is fitted up as a
farm oflice the fanner's private room
for the transaction of the farm business. In these days of scientific farming, the guessing system is us useless
as It would be in any other kind of
business. There must be filing und
records that are kept on costs nnd all
the various other details of a business.
The farm office is located so that the
owner or manager can see all the
buildings from his room through the
windows on the three sides.

The kitchen and din'ng room are
connected by double folding doors,
which can be opened so that the tnble
can be stretched away out long and
placed between these rooms at threshing time, silo filling, or for the big
Thanksgiving dinner, when all the
folks are home.
A feature of the basement arrange
ment Is the large space that Is provided in one corner for the storage of
fruits and vegetables. This is placed
away from the furnace and the laundry stove, and Is shut oft with a solid
masonry wall.
In exterior design this furmhouse
follows the popular bungulow style-br- oad
and low, well lighted and

PLACED ON TIRES

I
Jersey Cow of Merit.
producing over 50 pounds of butterfat
per month was published for the pur
pose of keeping breeders Informed as
to the
production of
cows on test. There were 132 cows In
the first list. Three years later, Muy,
1917, saw 487 cows In the
list. This means that 487 Jersey cows
on test were producing at the rate of
more than 50 pounds of butterfat, or
CO
pounds of butter In that month. At
present 500 Jersey cows on test are
producing at the rate of 600 pounds of
butterfat, or 750 pounds of butter per
montli-hy-mont-

CARE FOR STORAGE

TERRIFIC STRAIN

Many People Who Buy Cars Are
Ignorant of This Subject.

"Does Oeorge get along well with
your father?"
"Well, George gets along when he
sees father coming."
Not the People's Gift.
"A good man Is gone."
"Who is that?"
He could
"Hon, John Spooflngton.
have hud any office In the gift of the

ECONOMY

TOPIC MOST VITAL

Adding One Mile for Each Tire to
Enormous Mileage Piled Up Each
by Great Number of Cars,
Would Save Big Fortune.

'

people."
"Hut lie didn't aspire to oflice?"
Improved Road Near Philadelphia.
"Oh, yes. The Job he wanted was
controlled by a political machine and have requested Information regarding
the party boss simply couldn't see the specifications used, the processes
year.
followed and other data pertaining to
him."
the work as carried on In this city,
TREATMENT OF KICKING COW
Chief Connell said.
Lucky Indeed.
Within the limits of the city, motor
"Did
have any luck in your stock
Care and Patience Will Effect Cure If market you
ists, most critical of road users, cun
speculations?"
Right Methods Are Used Two
"Yes, indeed. I escaped with part of travel for more than 150 miles by diverse routes, without experiencing the
Ways of Tying.
my money."
slightest difficulty because of poor
Care and patience will cure the
roads or dusty ones, the head of the
Good Reason.
kicking cow if the proper methods
Wife This article says Hint the ball highway bureau asserted. Visiting
are employed. One method Is to pass is the oldest
tourists, Impressed by tills fact, have
toy In tho world.
a rope or strap with a loop In one
Husband
Yes, anil a haldheud must heralded the reputation of Philadelend of It around the body of the cow be
phia as the city of good rouds throughthe oldest Joke In the world.
and draw it tight. The cow will usu
out the country, he said. The Improveally jump at first, but when she finds
ment, In many Instances, has been
Not That District.
she cannot get out of the rope she
He Tliey say tho woman's vote In made at comparatively little expense
will stand still. If this method causes this district is
by means of surface treatments, varied
very light.
the cow to give bloody milk, place tho
She Nothing of the sort. Neurly to meet the demands of tho occasion,
rope or strap behind the udder, and every woman registered Is a brunette. he pointed out
draw it tight as before.
Another method Is to hobble the
GROWTH OF IMPROVED ROADS
Benefit.
cow by passing, the rope around each
"I hope you felt like a better man
leg behind the udder, and tying Just after bearing my speech."
Inventions, Discoveries and Public lm- above the hocks. This method Is a
"I did. I needed Just that two
provements Come When There
dangerous one, however, for the per- hours' sleep."
Is 8trong Demand.
son tying the rope. After these methods have been repeated a few times
Doesn't Care Who Is Stuck.
The history of good roads affords a
the cow will stund quietly to be milked.
"Is he good to Ills wife?"
striking example of the fact that In"Very. He lets her huve everything ventions, discoveries and public ImDAIRY IS A FIXED INDUSTRY and anything the stores will trust him provements take place only when
for."
there Is an insistent demand for them.
In early times, when each family lived
Where That Feeling Exists There Is
Appropriate Remark.
largely to Itself, there was little comDisposition to Raise Heifers
"What did the fallen Jockey Bay merce In the articles produced on the
or Baby Beef.
when they pulled hint from under his farm and consequently little need for
As lnrge cities develtransportation.
The farm dairy Is becoming more of prostrate mount?"
"He suid, Thut Is a horse on me !' " oped the demand for roads on which
a fixed Industry, and where this feel
products might be easily transported
ing exists there Is a disposition to
Educated.
grew.
raise the calves the heifers for the
Two of the most recent causes for
Holty I'm told she speaks several
dairy or to be sold for dairy purposes,
the improvement of roads have been
and the better calves will generally languages.
Toity Yes, golf, polo and horse.
pleasure vehicles. Twenty-fivyears
be fed Into some form of baby beef
ago the bicycle began to come Into
as the feed and circumstances sug Town Topics.
common
use
and the cyclists made a
gest.
APPROPRIATE.
vigorous demand for roads on which
they might ride. Unfortunately, how.
WARM WATER MUCH CHEAPER
ever, paths for bicycles were construct
ed in many places in lieu of Improved
Otherwise Cow Must Burn
roads. The Invention of the automoCorn and Other Feeds for
bile, however, has meant a real step
That Purpose.
toward better roads.
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First Floor Plan.
und kitchen storage on the first floor.
A good sized screened porch Is like-

wise required. Dining space Is to be
provided for at least 10 or 12 persons.
Picturing all this, one naturally contrasts it with former days of wood
d
wherein
farmhouses,
chilly drafts played havoc with one's
good temper; of the nnheated bedrooms, wherein the water froze In the
pitcher; of the smoky kerosene lamps
that required so much attention; of
the absence of Ice In summer; of the
absence of screens against the files
and mosquitoes; of the thousand and
one hardships entailed because of the
farmflimsy construction of the-o- ld
houses and their poor arrangement;
111
of the Inconveniences and
health
suffered because of lack of decent san- itary arrangements. And one pictures by contrast a sort of paradise.
Yet no ready reason appears why
the farmer and his family and his employees are not entitled to reasonably
comfortable places In which to live.
The sreat advantage of the room
arrangement shown In the bnngalow
farmhouse Illustrated lie in the fact
that the living quarters and living
rooms of the family are separated
from the rooms that are used by the
stove-heate-

Annatto Production.
The shrubbery tree that yields an
natto Is now extensively cultivated In
tropical America. The ripe capsules
are gathered by women and children.
the seeds extracted and boiled and the
liquid, after straining nut the seeds,
allowed to ferment. The dye settles to
the bottom and is evaporated In pans
to the consistency of putty. Wrapped
In banana leaves, it Is the annatto of
commerce.
Catching Game Fish.
The taking of huge game fish with
rod and line has Utterly become one
of the most exciting and fascinating
sports in the world. One of the gamiest fishes, beating even the salmon of
Scotch rivers, is the tuna. It commonly runs to 200 pounds, and the first
thing It does when hooked Is to rush
away at terrific speed. A hooked tuna
has been known to tow a boat for 14
hours and ultimately escape.
One Thing He Had Learned.
professor at one of the
British universities recently met one
of his old students while home on leave
from the western front, and inquired
from him If he had learned any particular lesson from the war.
"I have found," replied the student,
"that It was a deal easier studying history than It Is making It."
A history

A food scientist states that one pint
and a half of milk with half a pound
of pea flower would supply all the essential ingredients for a whole day's

f&AL

High-Price- d

If the cows are forced to drink cold
water they must warm the water in
their bodies. This requires food In

the form of corn and other feeds. It
Is much cheaper to warm the water
with wood or coal than to allow the
cow to burn high priced fuel in her
body for this purpose.

SHORTHORNS GOOD FOR MILK
There Are Some That Are Excellent
Producers, but They Are Not
of the Beef Type.
wants to know
A
about the Shorthorns as milk producers. There are some dairy Shorthorn
that are excellent milk and butter ani
Special Writer I have an article
mals. But one can no more make a on the kind of milk the farmers give
dairy animal of the beef type Short the summer boarders.
trotter out of
horn than make
Editor Oh! condense It
Belgium horse.
Intellectual Desperation.
Raise More Calves.
How often we Investigate
The farmer and dairyman who ex
Until at last we sadly vow.
pects to continue in the business will Our cram mar can't be kept In straight;
There ain't no answer, anyhow!
find It to his Interest to raise a number of calves each year to replace old
Good Night.
er cattle that have been disposed of.
Mistress So you are leaving to be
married, Nora?
Bedding Doubly Useful.
Nora Yes, ma'am; an' I'll be leavUse sufficient straw for bedding to
make the animals comfortable and to ing now.
Mistress Well, I hope yon are getabsorb the liquid excrement Nearly
half the plantfood elements In animal ting a good husband.
Nora If he ain't any better than the
manure occurs in the urine.
one you've got I'll be back.
Develop Better Calves.
The Right Time.
Every farm dairyman should breed.
Aunty Why are you so naughty.
feed and develop a better lot of calves
Johnny? With your mother sick and
each year that he remains In the
your father with a broken arm, yon
might try to be good.
Johnny That's Just the time to be
Cow With Biggest Appetite.
Other things being equal, the cow bad. No one to lick me.
with the biggest appetite is the one
A Slight Error.
that will give the biggest returns In
Kind Lady How Is this? Yon say
milk and butterfat
yon are deaf and dumb and your sign
t
says you are blind.
Associations,
Me
Beggar Pardon me, madam.
There are 450
associa
valet musts hung de wrong sign on me
tions In the United States
this momln'."
Cow-Testin- g

cow-testi-

During Winter Season It Should Be
Kept Fully Charged to Stand
Low Temperature.
The storage battery should be kept
fully charged during tae winter, according to B. V. Collins, Instructor In
steam und gas engineering In the agricultural college.
"The charged battery," said Mr. Collins, "will stand very low temperatures
while n discharged battery will freeze
at 20 degrees above zero. Freezing will
burst Jars, and as a result the battery
must be rebuilt
"In cold weather the starting battery
Is especially likely to become discharged. The engine Is difficult to
crank because the oil Is cold. It must
also be cranked longer each time It Is
started because the gasoline does not
vaporize readily In cold weather. Long
trips are few and the charging periods
nre shorter. The lights which are
needed earlier In the evening help In
discharging the battery.
"The battery should be tested with
n hydrometer nt Intervals of two
weeks or less. If It is found to be discharged, It should be charged as soon
as possible either by driving the car
or from an outside source.
"The conditions under which cars
operate vary, and there nre so many
starting systems, that no set rules can
be given for the care of the storage
battery. If the starter turns the engine with difficulty, the motor should
be cranked by hand when starting on
n cold morning. The engine may be
made to start more easily by priming
it through the priming cups or by pulling the choker when It Is stopped. The
lights should be turned on only when
necessary and In many cases the dimmers may be used to save the current."

When motor cars were rare, tire
mileage costs made little difference.
Hut now, when men are buying cars
us they would a suit of clothes or a
pair of shoes when our unnuul car
bill Is more than $1,000,000,000, and
for tire about $333,000,000 tire economy Is a mutter of great concern.
About 4,000,000 cars are now registered in this country, wearing 10,000,-00tires. Adding only one mile for
each tire to the enormous mileage
piled up euch day by these curs would
save a handsome fortune for the motorists of the country.
Much Mileage Lost.
A. E. llertzig, manager of a big tire
and rubber concern, in commenting on
the various kinds of abuse Innocently
Inflicted upon motor tires, preventing
them from attaining their nlloted three
score and ten, declares that much of
this mileage Is lost through the fubrlc
breuks caused by hitting stones Imbedded in the roud.
"So many people are now buying
cars who know comparatively little
about cars or tires thutt Is not sur- HORN BUTTON IS CONVENIENT
prising thut merciless abuse is heaped
upon them," he says. "Hurdly one Device Arranged So That There Is No
motorist In 100 appreciates the
Trouble in Sounding Alarm
strain placed on tires when trav
Whenever Necessary.
eling at high speed over ordinary
ronds. Your tires may withstand a '''When you want to blow the horn in
shock equal to ten tons weight while a hurry, and you have one hand on the
running at a speed of 25 miles an transmission lever and the other one
hour over country rouds, and a little on the steering wheel, you are
strictly
later you have a blowout while run- up against it without a recently
patning over a perfectly smooth street ented horn button. It consists of nn
Cause of Blowout.
elongated cylinder which is clamped to
"This is what happened. The ter the steering column, directly under the
rific Impact of the tire and the stone wheel. The push button that controls
Imbedded in the road did not visibly
affect the exterior of the tire. Had
you looked it over you could not hnve
found a mark. But on the Inside of
the tire a break in the tire fabric was
started when the blow strained it be
yond Its limit of stretching strength,
Perhaps only one layer of fabric was
injured. The other layers soon foi
lowed suit and the blowout resulted,
"It Is common practice for car own.
era to bump front wheels against the
curbstone when parking their cars, esButton Placed Under Finger.
pecially if the brakes do not hold
GET GOOD HIGHWAY SYSTEM properly. Many drivers make no pre- the horn circuit Is at the outer end of
tense of slowing up for street car the cylinder, and the driver can reach
There it with one finger of his left hand withNot Difficult Problem if County or tracks or bridge approaches.
Is much fraternizing with ruts and out removing that hand from the
Township Is Willing to Use
stones In the road. All these make for wheel. The device can be used with
Common Sense.
fabric breaks, which rob the tire of success on most makes of cars.
How to get a good road system Is many miles that were built into It
not a difficult problem, If a county or at the factory.
RUINOUS ABUSE OF BATTERY
township Is willing to be guided by
common sense. The first step is to em TAKE ALL CORNERS SLOWLY
Most Common Fault Is In Letting It
ploy a competent highway engineer.
Go Dry Good Plan to Have
He will make a study of traffic condi Autolst
Should Round Turns Slowly
Generator Tested.
tions, ascertain where the main market
and With Caution Clutch 8hould
lines with a type of surfacing material
Be Released.
The most common nnd ruinous abase
that will be less expensive than that
of the battery Is to let It go dry. The
required on the main market lines, and
One reason for side slipping may bnttery loses water even under normnl
yet will at the same time meet all traf- be found In the fact that
some driv conditions, rnrtly through slow evnpa- fic requirements on the feeder lines. ers take corners
at a fast rate of ratlon, but chiefly through decomposi
The main lines, if built of concrete, will
speed. Allowing that the pavement tion Into Its constituent gases, oxygen
be permanent and cost less to
Is slippery, the autoist should round nnd hydrogen, by excessive charging.
turns slowly and with caution. The If your bnttery demands water filling
clutch should be released If there is more frequently than It should, or if
How to Place Culvert
a tendency for the car to slip.
the battery links heat to a temperature
Where a culvert is placed in a road
When this takes place, very fre warmer than that of the hand, have
on a hillside to take care of the drainthe rear tires will lose their your generator Inspected and tested
age collected in an uphill ditch, it quently
on the road surface. Mo- and the charging rate reduced.
should be placed across the road point- lateral grip
never steer a machine
should
torists
ing in the direction of the flow of the
from a curb when the sur
Auto Alarm Whistle.
sharply
steepest grade.
face is wet
An automobile alarm whistle to be
The reason for this Is simple, in connected to the cylinders of a car
Changing Milk for Calf.
that the grip of the wheels on the can be made to utilize the full force
The time to change the calf from road Is insufficient
to overcome the of their explosions when desired.
whole milk to skim milk depends upon
centrifugal effect and the result Is
the development of the calf. If It is the
rear of the car Is forced toward
Controlling Devices.
healthy it may be changed to skim the curbing.
Sometimes a sudden
Two complete sets of controlling de
milk at the end of the second week,
speeding up of the motor will over vices feature a new automobile debut the third week would be better.
come the tendency to skid.
signed for Instruction purposes.
Hotbed.
for
Drainage
Good Bearing Scrapers.
Backing Up a Car.
A hotbed should be placed In a well- Old files, particularly those oi the
When It Is necessary to back a car
drained position, sheltered from cold
variety, may be made over Into place by pushing, the first thing
north and west winds by a bill, hedge Into
really admirable bearing scrapers. on which most drivers settle is the raor building.
Apply the file to an emery wheel, there- diator cap. This is rather a danger
by grinding off the teeth, and then ous practice, for the exertion of such
Start Vegetables In Boxes.
grind It into any form desired.
heavy pressure against this part is
our
of
Many
vegetable seeds do well
quite likely to break it off.
when transplanted, and these may be
Car
With
Foot
Operate
started in boxes In the house or under
The careful driver never operates
Defy Automobile Thieves.
glass or in a nursery row.
the car with his foot on the clutch ped-aTo defy automobile thieves a steer
There may be only the slightest ing wheel has been patented that turns
Watch Pullets and Hens.
pressure exerted, but even this may be loosely on the shaft except when lock
Weigh pullets and hens from time to enough to cause the clutch to slip Just ed In
position by a key carried by its
time to know how they are doing.
a little, which la too much.
owner.
0

ter-rill- c

e

Taboo Hotel Lists.
"Did you notice the little red book
that man consulted when I assigned
him a room?" asked the hotel clerk.
He comes here every few weeks, but
he never accepts a room till he has
turned over the pages of that booklet.
There are a lot of others like htm and
they carry n whole catalogue, compiled by themselves, of hotel rooms.
They call It their taboo list. They
watch the newspapers carefully, and
whenever they read of a suicide or any
other serious trouble In a hotel they
make a record of the room number.
Then when they come to a hotel nnd
register they consult their books and
make sure they aren't being given the
taboo room.

BATTERY

half-roun- d

L

I

New Mexico State Record

NEW MEXICO

bridges across Rocky Arroyo and
Seven Rivers, the bridges to be concrete floors similar to the crossing
REVIEW
NEWS
at Jones place on Rocky. The road
.
will be laid out into I.akewood from
where it now stops, just across the
arroyo, but will not be finished like
BERNALILLO
that portion already in use, as the
funds available are not sufficient. It
is thought that the work will be beModern Building Probable
The erection of a modern building gun soon. Carlsbad Argus.
at the northwest corner of Fourth
street and Central avenue is probable Judge Makes Investment
Judge Jones, who recently purchas the result of a partial change in ased
320 acres west of town, is havownership of three lots on that coras he has
Dennis F. McDonald bought ing his well drilled deeper
ner.
sufficient water to install a windhalf interest in the lots from like not
171
feet deep
The well is now
Warran Graham, brother mill.
Graham.
with excellent quality of water for
of the grantor, still holds half in- - domestic
sufficient
not
to
but
uses,
in them.
The transfer took
use in irrigating. Carlsbad Argus.
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4.K-FOR. WOUNDED SOLDIERS THE OTHER
News.
From The W
It is a big thing that the city of
Santa Fe is undertaking and tucccii- fully carrying out, in furnishing a
large sum of money to buy supplies
to keep the workers of the local Red
Cross chapter busy making ar icl s
........,!., .,..., I, .,1 : iti. hnit:il
.,A
n. :. faithful group of workers on the job,
t ;..
I
,L- - ll, mo.! of
rv..
in
it...;. ;n;.nn,.
it wns neco sary to have money to
lifsn
buy tTinten.us and supplies.
thpresent drive was umlirt niter,,
a
month
$7T0
was
that
the
would bi? sufficient; or at least, hat
the chapter could pet along with
that sum. Then as success
of the so!
to reward th t ff er
enthusiasm Itept rowing. I lie
nthusinnm of the solicitors and other worker spread to the pa t rictic
people of the A.ncient Cap. al men,
women and childr n and the rum
subscribed went fir above the $7v0,
Th'? estimate has hern raised now to
$1,000 and the indications are that
the amount will he secur d.
This subscription is for the local
chapter of the Red Cross, and does
not exempt patriotic subscribers from
the obligation to help the American
Red Cross th" national
boi'y as
often as here may be need. Santa
Fe is neither targe nor wealthy, and
its contribution of $1,000 a month to
the local chapter of the Rd Cross
is made through the self denial of
The War News
many individuals.
doe not know of ano her town which
is carrying proportionately a greater
share of the burden of the war.

assistant state engineer will spend
and the county $2,500 more,
for the purpose of finishing the

$2,00

FELLOW

al.

society women of
.Yew York have organized to teach
the poor how to economize. In sclf- defense the poor should organize to
teach the rich how to spend money,
Press.

Three hundred

$4&lN$! BEST

RUN

IN THE LONG

'$;f

Tested Warriors
: mum
of the Road
HE soldier must be tried in
the fire of battle to be. a
tested soldier; the tire must
be tried in the fire of the road test
to be a tested tire.

Splendid Report

Santa Fe Flagman Turn

to Fruit

George D. Miller, a flagman em
nlovcrt bv the Santa Fe Railway, be
twi en Albuquerque, New Mexcio and
Viae bnnrrlit a email
V;C1,., Ari.-in-i
near AI- farm in Ranchos de. Atrisco,
.

'..,

Secretary Etter, of Pecos Water
association, of Carlsbad reports the amount of money taken in
his office during the month of
$20,000, being the
l1,.eDruary as.i about .t.
ii.. i.
if
Users'

J.

:

.

""'.The money was
of; the association.
y
farmers for maintenance
P- the
re"
His t
well
Mil n r u si inner dispatches from I ""'
1.
been allowed to pass started, his next move will be to IMdllUCIldallCt
m.l
fur" a week. It must be specially build a bungalow. The Earth.
li.rd nil tile Correspondent of til
New Well Spuded
I ,,,i,l,m
Dailv News to he cut offjFruit and Alfalfa Farm
The Toltec Oil Company, which
a
food
dem
Miss
Becker,
me
01
IMS
I ..
1
,.v- ill the midst nl
ti t
eulogies
l,'io n tfvca
a
sma
tract!
has
.... i. l.v :,
f5c.Mifviki.-I.ri- s
nnstrator,
nought
Optic.
uuu
j
iur
oil
yas, 11.15 ;(juu- of valley land near Albuquerque, piorauuu
31
miles east of
cd in a new well
alfal-senI
linst-r-liriririiH's-enryj where she will jrrow fruit and
A well at Koswell is down
.
fa. in the meantime, she is eomnlet- - Moriarty.
K ii(ii'ti;ir tn make and
is
3.100
feet.
Drilling
continuing at
i will
probably ing a comfortable dwelling bouse on the Pankcy ranch, according to oftu the Nfirth
:m
brimr lihout (.ace than the place.
f
ficials, of the company. Carlsbad
urn
oih'-!,
SILVERTOWN
is the Goodrich idea of a
sl'i)) he si'iit over there.
That
They
triumphed,
i'
Soul hern .umlM rmaii,
CHAVES
t
tire. Therefore, Goodrich Test Car
CORDS and BLACK SAFETY
Mexico
Now
Cotton
'I lie ' gallantry clause" in th" sufThe Carlsbad Ginning and Mill
Uncle Joe to Lamb 10,000
Fleets, six of them, for a year hamTREADS, with an endurance that
J
season
frage bill was beaten, and women
linislied its iyi-l- o
company
Ml
Uncle
veteran
the
Joe
Clements,
from
to
doubled Goodrich's pride in the
must tell their ajjrs when they
mered
Tires
state
Goodrich
606
out
turned
having
Wednesday,
ten
this
will
hmb
man,
sheep
year
will
be good
The p dl clerks
thousand ewes and expects the first ,jaIcs of cotton, exceeding the cstim- state, putting them to the road test structure of the spiral wrapped,
enuuib, we hope, to accept whispers. of the little wooly fellows
to arrive ate by considerable. The bales were
Sun.
- New
ork
of rock, sand, and gravel. The tires cable-cor- d
on the 5th of April. His ewes arc of an average weight of 498.2 pounds,
tire body, and the toughntifl verv few nupr A' venrs rtld and with the number ginned at Lovctrniifr
close-clutc- h
: .
"L
V
cross-barred,
n.m'l have the nerve to send tor-so . uoes
"1
is
ness
of the
very
emerged tested warriors of the
not aiuieipaie uiueii juas. ing and Otir. the season's run
this office items announcing doini?s He lie
near the 1,500 mark, with about 2U0
he
that
however,
states,
"belongs
non-skid
black safety tread.
road, from a
L'ntlcii up for profit unless you want to the
mileage of
chorus that is pray- bales shipped from Loving in the
to pay for them. H advertising is ing for hallelujah
that is not ginned or baled,
bjwl,
also
believes
miles.
and
tire
rain,"
4,178,744
WW You tollH Blt
early
for.
wnrth doing, it is worth paying
Goodrich Tlret or StocHcd
that the prayers of the righteous making about 1,700 bales of cotton
- Willard
Kecurd.
grown under Carlsbad Project. The
availeth much. Rosvvell News.
1
a .i ji. ygjjgjj (
seed is also a very valuable part of
Get this assured service of proven service
The Seamen's Social Club turned
the crop and sold for a,bout
per
'
CURRY
Savthe sum of $11.0(1 over to the Red
War
for
ton average
by getting the conquerors of America's
the season, and the
Every
Cross yesterday, which is the pro-- f
cotton averaged about 30 cents, both
ing Stamp is a step
roads. Get "America's Tested Tires," and
Is
towards Peace.
the Red Cross Days in the Locked and Sealed in Car
cecl'(J
long and short staple, the sum ot
Hi
For sate at every
(,1
A man giving his name as V. L. money realized from this seasons
pool room during the past month.
you get long mileage and dependability
Is
l'nrt Slantoll press,
Marshall, and said to have hailed cotton crop will be considerably over
wherever you take your car.
i
from Great Falls, Montana, was re- $150,000. Carlsbad Argus
Buvfrom floodr'rh peelers j
Aunt Minerva What will remove moved from a Santa Fe refrigerator
Lutatud livufytvJurc
a knife r
from
of
onions
odor
the
car in the local yards in a very weak- Big Tractor and Grader Bought
LICKED, GOOD AND PLENTY
S
B.
Turner.
The
and
from
lack
of
food
John
ened condition
big tractor purchased recently
You can't remove the odor of an water
for
for three days. Marshall by the county commissioners
Those coarse, rude, unlady-likboys
El Paso Branch : 400 MvrH" - "i "im
the
eaten
has
If
a
g
onion.
neighbor
road
has arrived and is now
work
a
he
to
that
stated
Journal
from the city of Clovis showed scant
reporter
his throat with the kiiiic. entered the refrigerator car at Helen, at Artesia, awaiting the arrival of
cut
"n
in
Fe
Santa
the
the
to
boys
courtesy
A. and that soon thereafter he was lock- a
grader recetrtly bought for road
basketball game last Sa'urday nigbt. That will remove the neighbor.
WX$-&$M&THE CITY OF GOODRICH
AKRON, OHIO.
ed in and the car was sealed. He work. The grader has been shipped
In fact, they did not show any con- - M. Silver City Kntcrprise.
from the factory "at Minneapolis, but
will recover. Clovis Journal.
sideration whatever.
Appedantly
cant
German
the
course
it
Of
will
be
spies
quite a while before its
th' y did not care if our boys never
as there is always a To Vote Bonds
arrival, and the tractor will not be
scored.
They not only objected he executed,
in
after which they were
semicolon
a
or
missing
comma
used
until
time. Carlsbad Argus. child must work for the ultimate suc- is one great drawback, however, to rendered,
its
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York World.
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be owned in Santa Fe. Under these
deplorable state for a long time. The subscribed.
Jivery man, woman and probably be tried at this term. It is before it could be drawn out. Bv that
Joe Allen recently purchased the
the case against the Chancy boys, time it was dead. due. it is believed.
circumstances
other things being The Allies demand a just peace
charged with the murder of J. F. to the foul .air at the bottom of the Rev. Ford farm of eighty acres adequal, or nearly so, Santa Fe shippers the Russians, just peace. The
Stidham. Silver City Enterprise.
joining his farm neaf Solano for
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to give the preference to theference is just 180 degrees. Chicago
$2030.00 not a big price either when
Nrw Mexico Central in their rout- - Inbune.
you consider the improvements worth
New Theatre
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ng instructions.
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and
roads of Grant county during the just been completed at Deming was ed for ten years. Roy
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but we hope the Gibsons will not
Tyrone to Red Rock, $1,299.76.
Two perfectly good state conven- leave the mesa as we need them
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Commission Government
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unpaid balance at the expiration of thirtv
muj iii i, r unite mr trie uvment ot an)
ears from the date of the contract, with
merest on deferred payments at the late
I
tour per cent per annum payable in
idvance on the anniversary of the date ot
on i rati, partial payments to ne emitter
n the anniversary of the date of contract
next following the date of tender.
The sale of land selected for the Santa
Pe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
vill be subject to the above terms and
'onditions except that the successful bid
ler must pay in cash or certified exchange
of the pur
it the time of sale,
hase price offered by him for the land,
our per cent interest in advance for the
valance of such purchase price and will be
to execute a contract providing
"equired
'or the payment of the balance of such
uurchase price in thirty equal annual in- s
talmrnts with interest on all deferred
at the rate of four per cent per
innum in advance payments and interest
!ue on October 1st, of each year.
The above sale of lands will be sub'ject
o vnlid existing rights, easements, rights
f way and
reservations.
The Commissioner of Public Lands or
nis agent holding such sale reserves the)
right to reject any and aU bids ottered
it said sale.
Possession under contracts of sale for
he above described tracts will be given
n or before October 1st, 1918.
Witness my hand and the official seal
f the Slate Land Office of the State of
Mew
Mexico, this 11th day of January,
1918.

The Commissioner of Public Lands or contract to provide that the purchase- - contract providing tor fhe
psymeni .i rls
balance uf
agent holding such sale reserves the may at his option make payments of
such
in
purchase
price
of ninety five pet thirty equal annual instalments
to reject any and all bids offered
than
with intiro-aftnf
said
at
the purchase price at any
sale.
Possession under contracts cent
terest on all deferred payments at th
of sale for the above described tracts will
the sale and prior to the expiratioi rste of four per cent per annum in ad
be given on or before October first. 1916. of thirty year- - from the date of the con vance, payments and interest
due on OctoLAND OR SALE.
tract and to provide for the payment o ber 1st, of each year.
Witness my hand and the official seal any unpaid balance at the expiration o
of the State Land Office of the State of thirty years from the date of the con
The above sale ot land will be subject
FOR SALE at a Sacrifice to aettle an
New Mexico,
Sale No. I07fl
valid existing rights, teascmema, rights
ti
this twenty-fourt- h
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NKtfSEK. Src. 24; T. 24
day of tract with interest on deferred payment
Estate dandy stock ranch the finest in this
at the rate of four per cent per annun of way and
S., R. 4 W., containing Hi acres.
There
reservations.
January, 1918.
Country. Comprising J 840 Acres patented
in advance on the anniversary o
PUBLICATION
FOR
NOTICE
arc
no
payable
500
of
is
Rood
which
Acres
Land
Alfalfa
improvements.
the date nf the contrac1, partial payment
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Vhe Commissioner of Public Lands or
land and worth $100.00 per Acre; the im
to
be credited on the anniversary of th
his agent holding such sale reserves the
Sale No. 100
Commissioner of Public Lands,
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Lot 1, ENW, NEtf
provementps alone cost over $100,00; its an
State of New Mexico, date of the contract next following th rittht to rciext, anv and all bida offered
NtfSEfc, SEtfSEX, Sec. 19; T. 26 S., R.
elegant stock ranch and beautiful Country
date of tender.
COUNTY.
LINCOLN
First Publication February 1, 1918,
at said sale.
E., containing 37.46 acres.
There are no
Home.
Price for immediate sale $21.00 per
Last Publication April 5, 1918 .
Acre ita a dandy good buy.
improvements.
The sale of land selected for the Sam
Possession under contracts of sale for the
Dont answer unless you have the money Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands,
Fe ami Grant County Railroad
Bond Fun
above described
Sale No. 1081
tract a will be given on
Sec. 20; T
bants fe. New Mexico.
SWNEK.
and mean business.
will
be
above
the
to
terms
subject
before October 1st, 1918.
r
R.
28
&
1
Sec.
in
T.
W., SEtfSWM.
31;
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
,Thos. G. Aitken,
Notice is hereby given that pursuant S S.,
conditions except that the successful bid
R. 2 E.,
80 acres selected for
of
containing
of
Act
Denting, N. M.
an
to the provisions
Congress, the Santa Fe and
der must pay in cash or certified ex
Witness my hand and the official seal
(.rant County Railroad
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
o
if the State Land Office of the State of
approved June 20, 1910, laws of the Bond Fund.
change at the time of sale
The improvements consist of
Mexico aud the rules and
the tuirchaBi
nnce offered bv him fo New Mexico, this 1st dav of February.
LARGE TRACT of grazing land north of State of New.
value
$20.00,
fencing,
LAND
SALE
PUBL'C
of the State Land Office, the
the land four per cent interest in ad
1918.
LunUburg. Plenty of water for stock ana regulations
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
vance for the balance of such nurchasROBERT P. ERVIEN,
No bid on the above described tracts
GRANT COUNTY
farming. Includes best farm land in south- at public sale, to the highest bidder, at
price and will be reouired to execute
Commissioner
of Public Lands of the
of
western New Mexico for wheat, beans, corn, 9 o'clock A. M., on
land
be
will
for
less
than
contract providing for the payment of th'
Tuesday, March 26th, THREE DOLLARS accepted
cross fenced. 1918
State of New Mexico,
which
acre
nf
($3.00)
Office
of
Public
the
Commissioner
per
potatoes and hay. Fenced and
of
of
town
in
balance
the
of
such
Carrizozo, County
it First Publication February 8, 1918.
price
State
purchase
Large range area"adjnining. No. 136,
is
the
and
ad
in
thereof
value
appraised
Lands,
Lincoln, State of New Mexico, in front of dition thereto the successful bidder must
thirty equal annual instalments with in Last Publication April 12, 1918.
Record Santa Fe, N, M.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
on
all
the court house t Herein, tne lofiowing De- pay for the
.
deferred paymentt at th
terest,
Notice is herebv ' mven that nursuant rate
improvements that exist on
scribed tracts of land, viz:
of four per cent per annum in ad
s
i ne. jand.
to the provisions of an Act of
1
WANT SN old Bulls next September,
vance, payments and interest due on Octo
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
of
laws
the
1910,
the
June
20th,
approved
IMS
No.
November.
Can
ber 1st, of each year.
StfNWM, NWtf
Sale
you furnish?
SWNE.
October, or
Each of the above described fracts will b
At ate ot new Mexico, and rules and regSec. 29; Lot 4, Sec. 19;
If so, state price and full particulars in SWJ4, NjSEj-4- ,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
offered for sale separately.
ulations of the State Land Office, the
The above sale of land will be sui'jec
SEJ4SEJ4, Sec. 27; WVSNEtf, NtfNWtf, N3
first letter.
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer to valid
Thos. G. Aitken,
SWJ4, Sec. 30: NEtfNEtf. Sec. 34; T. 5 S.,
existing rights, easements, right
PUBLIC
LAND SALE
The above sale of lands will be subjec
at public sale to th
highest bidder at of way and
R. 18 E., S4SW& Sec. 26; SSEj. Sec. 2;
reservations.
Dcming, N, M.
2 o'clock
P. M., on Thursday, April 25th,
to
and
the
terms
following
conditions,
SF.J4.
NEJ4NWS4, Sec. 35; NtfSWtf,
SOCORRO
NNEtf,
COUNTY
of
the
in
of
viz:
town
Silver
1918,
City, County
The Commissioner of Public Lands oi
320 acres patented Sec. 11; T. 6 S., R. 18 E., containing 1122.30
A GREAT BARGAIN
firant, Slate of New Mexico, in front of the his agent holdina such sale reserves the
the Santa Fe and Grant
Office
of
the
of Public
Commissioner
homestead land and three sections leased acres selected forBond
for
house
selected
describfor
court
land
the
the
Santa
therein,
following
ROBT. P. ERVIEN
Fund, No improve FeExcept
right to reject any and all bids offeree
school
Lands,
and Grant County Railroad Bnnd Fund
land, all adjoining public domain County Railroad
at said sale.
Commissioner of Public Lands, ed tracts of land, viz:
New
the successful bidder must nav to th
Mexico.
Santa
extending for miles, on all sines. Abundance ments.
Fe,
State of Ww Mexico. ..Sale No. 1090
of grass, native hay has been cut on this
N4, SEtf. Sec. 24; Ej,
N't t ice it. hereby given that pursuant
Sec. 17: All of "miis.oncr ot ruanc lanus, or nrs agent Kirst Publication January 1R, 1918.
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T. 27 S., R. 19 W., N
timber on this tract, valued 25, 36; T. SE11 S., R. 34 E., Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 33; All of Sec. 32; Sec.
Bickerataff Street, BoBton, Mass., No. 142. State Land Office, said contract to provide merchantable
Sale No. 1131
1; Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, SW$(, NEJ4, SEMNE&,
4; NEX, SWJ4,
Sec
StfSWJ$.
NV. Sec 25: T. 25 S. MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS
on
at
$12,738.00.
The
successful
bidder
aec. R. 11 VV., containing 160 acres.
that the purchaser may at his option make this tract must pay this amount for the SVJSEtf. Sec. 2; All of Sections 6, 7, 8, Sb4, Siijftt., sec, r; wi (War-Va- ,
The
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 1?, 18, 19, 20, 6: All of Sec. 7: T. 28 S. R. 19 W., con
consist of well, fencing and
payments e of not less than
timber
sale.
time
at
the
of
YOUNG WIDOW, 24, worth $100,000. of
NOTARY PUBLIC
ninety-fiv21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 , 30 , 31, 32, taining 2649.63 acres, of which 1125.66 acres clearing, vabue $829.00.
per cent of the purchase
Anxious to marrv honorable gentle price at any time
ana
11
after the sale and prior
urani
S., R. 35 E., containing wcr eseiccted tor tne santa re
T. 18 S.. 33, 34, 35, 36; T.
Sale No. 1157
Lot 4, Sec.
Sale No. 1132
ImproveOfRca Capital City Bank Bldg.
man Mrs. Warn, 2216
NEjdJ, Sec 31; T. 26 S.,
Temple St. to the expir tion of thirty years from date R. 10 E., containing 42.17 acres.6, The im 33,461.34 acres. The improvements consist County Railroad Bond Fund.
of the contract, and to provide for the
of well, windmills, tanks and fencing, value ments consist of house, well, windmill, re R. 9. VV., containing 160 acres.
ImproveNaw Maxiaa.
Los Angeles. Calif. No. 174.
Santa Fa
provementa consist of fencing and grub $11,700.00.
ments consist of well, fencing and clearservoir, corrals, value $3000.00.
payment of any unpaid balance at the ex- bing, value $150.00.
4--1
1
of
of
from
date
the
piration
ing, value $205.00.
thirty years
29
MARRY AT ONCE If lonely; write me
Sale No. 1119
All of Sec. 2; N'a, Sec.
S., R.
the contract, with interest on deferred
Nj4, Sec. 4; T.
No. 184
Sal No. 1051
SNWtf. SW& WSE. 3; Sale
nd I will send vou hundreds of' descrio payments at the rate of four per cent per
acres.
Sale No. 1133
T. 12 S., K. 36 E
Improvecontaining 959.12 17 W., containing 301.44
Sec.
Sec. 28; T
S4SE, Sec 8; T. 26 S.,
NNWtf,
tions; congenial people, worth $1,000 to annum payable in advance on the anni- 18 S., 21;R. NWjNEtf,
of fene ments consist of 1 well, clearing, value R. 10 W., containing 80 acres.
consist
The
acres.
10
improvements
Improve440
The
acres.
.,
containing
9350,000; seeking marriage; (confidential;, aa
of the date of contract partial pay$170.00.
of
ments
consist
$450.00
versary
well, fencing and clearvalue,
consist of house, barn, cor ing,
dress, Ralph Hyde, San Francisco, Cal- .- ment a to be credited on the anniversary improvements
ing, value $150.00.
reservoir
and
well,
value
fencing,
rals,
NO. U7.
of the date of the contract next following
Sale No. 1111
SEtfNEtf, NSEtf, S3
Sale No. 1U5
SW& Sec 18; W& E
$2600.00.
the date of tender.
Sale No. 1134
26 S.,
SK'A, SSEK, Sec. 19; All of Sections 20, 21, SWJ4, Sec. 12; W'3NW, Sec 1J NE
NE, Sec. 15; T.ImproveR. 10 VV., containing 160 acres.
Sec. SE, Sec. 14; T. 30 S., R. 16 W., contain22; NJ4NYVK,
SW!4SWtf.
WIDOW, M, worth $150,000. Lonely. Anxious
SVVNW,
."H.
The sale of lands selected for the Santal
There are no improve
ments consist of well, ditch, fencing and
23; N,, NWSW,
SW54SW54, Sec 27; NVS. ing 30 acres.
to marry gentleman of honorable intentiona.
Fe and Grant County R. R. Bond
Sec 28: 1Nj, Sec. i NW, Sec. 3U; Mft ments.
Mrs. warn, zzio
clearing, value $515.00.
Angeies,
temple at.
will be aubiect to the above terms and
Calif. No. 149.
ESW, Wi Sale No. 1112
19;. WNEtf', Sec. 22; Lots 3, 4, NWji NESd, StfNWX, SEtfNWji,
Sec.
15 S.,. K. 35 it., containSale No. 1135
except that the successful bidder Sec
NjSEtf,
Nj4, Sec. 11; T. 28 S.,
26 S., R. 6 E., containing 957.49 SfcJ4, Sec. 34; i
WNE,
T.
30;
must pay tn cash or certified exchange at acres of which 598.56 acres were selected ing 4525,87 acres.
17; T. 30 S.( R. 19 W., WNE, Sec. 13; R. 7 W., containing 320 acres.
The improvements conThere anARE YOU SINGLE? Would you mar- the time
of the purchase
of sale
con30
20
R.
T.
NJ4NVVM.
Sec.
15;
and
no
W.,
S.,
of
tank
sist
well,
house,
windmill,
improvements.
for
the
Fe
Santa
Grant
and
Rail
Says we can't help but look
County
four
him
offered
the
320 acres, selected for the Santa
for.
land,
value
by
$4837.50.
taining
fencing,
Bond
ry if suited? Let me find your ideal, price
road
no
Fund.
There
are
improvebettet and feel better
Ke and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund.
cent interest in advance for the balance
Sale No. 113C
NVVJ4, Sec. 14; T. 28 S..
absolute satisfaction; Many wealthy per
of such purchase price -- and will be re- ment s.
Secno
are
R. 8 W., containing 160 acres.
There
Sale No. ISM
improvements.
S'J, Sec. 1; All of
Improveafter an inside bath.
washing marnacre : honorable con quired to execute a contract providing for Sale No. 1N1
Sec.
14;
Sec
of
13;
ments
tions
11,
12,
consist
EJ4,
and
clearing
Sec. 5; NNS
grubbing,
W,
Sale No. 1113
pur Lots 2, 3, Sec. 7; SSWS. Sec. 8;
Sec. 24; T. 18 S., R. 37 E., Sa, Sec
SWJ4NEJ4, SEJ4NWJ, WJ4 value $160.00.
descriptions free; tne payment oi tne balance ot sucninstalfidential; members
N'NEJi,
in thirty equal annual
Sec. KWH, Sec. 1; T. 30 S., R. 20 W., containOakland Calif. chase price
Mrs. Cappel. Box-75- 7
Sec.
T. 26
R. 6 E containing 559.86 6; EJ4, Sec. 7; AH of Sec 8;
There are no improve,
All of Sec. 16; Wl, Sec 17; T. 18
ments, with interest on all deferred pay- acres 10;selected S.,
Sale No. 1137
ing 159.79 acres.
NWtf, Sec. 11; T. 28 S.,
for the Santa Fe and Grant 9;
To-- look onf 'a nest and feel one's best
No. 112.
ments at the rate of four per cent per
R. 38
R. 8 VV., containing 160 acres.
The ments.
acres.
., containing 51K.15
ImproveBond
are
Railroad
Fund.
There
County
Ik tn f njov an inohlo hath each mornannum in advance, payments anaV interest no
of
ments
of
consist
consist,
house,
corrals,
improvements
fencing and grubbing,
improvements.
due
of
1st
on
each
October
and
No.
1114
Sec.
character
Sale
of
best
fencyear.
LONELY MAIDEN,
SE'4NWJ4, EtfSWtf,
value $187.00.
sheds, wells, windmills, tanks and
ing to lliuh from the system the preworth $35,000, sincerely seek19; EjlNYVtt,
Sec 30; T. 32 S., R. 16 W.,
disposition, home-lovinvious day s wate, sorr fomentations
Sale No. 1M2
NEtfSW, SEtf, Sec. 10; ing, value $6090.00.
The above sale of lands will be subject SV5,
g
husband. Box 584 F.
Sale No. 1138
Sec. 2, T. and
containing 200 acres, There are no improveing kind,
Sec.
Sec.
Sec
11;
12;
W,
SWtf,
S4,
No.
Cal.-poisonous toxins before It is
165.
to valid existing rights, easements, rights 13; All of See. 14;
25 S., R. 7 W.,
Los Angeles.
No. 1087
SWNE, SYV& Wa ments.
containing 480.15 acres.
SEP$Etf, Sale SESEVL
of way and reservations.
into tlte blood. Just as coal,
Sec. 21; T. 18 S., R. 37
There are no improvement s.
WNWtf, SWtf, NEWSEji, Sm. 15; AU SE,
33
T.
All
of
Sec.
Sale No. HIS
16;
when it burns, leaves behind a cer-lai- n
S.,
There are no
E., containing 320 acres.
PILES Everybody suffering Piles, Fistula,
of Public Lands or of Sec. 21; WJ, SE, VVJNEH, SEtfNEj;.
Commissioner
The
20 W., containing 640 acres. There are
R.
No
on
bids
above
the
described
tracts
improvements.
aiiiotnt of incombustible material
22;
Fisures, Ulceration, Constipation, Bleeding. his
EKNWtf. Sec. 23: All of Stx.
no improvements.
of land will be accepted for less than
holding such sale reserves the Sec NEJfJ,
in the form of ashes, so the food and
Itching, write for free trial Positive Pain- right agent
SSWtf, Sec. 25; WW Sals No. 1088
to reject any and all bids offered 24;
Sec.
11; T.
DOLLARS
THREE
SE'ASEH,
which
($3.00)
S. U. TARNEY, Auburn.
acre,
per
less Pile Cure.
Ntt
26;
S& NEtfNEH, Sec
SEJ4NWH,
drink taken eacli day leave in the aliat said sale.
13 S., R. 37 E.,
Sec. is the appraised value thereof and in adEjSWtf,
containing 40 acres. The Sale No. 1111
Indiana. No.. 114.
All of Sec 27; All of Sec 28; All of Sec
imrovetnents consist of fencing, value 9; T. 27 S., R. 20 W., containing 160 acres. dition thereto the successful bidder must mentary organs a certain amount of
Possession under contracts of sale for 33; All 12 of Sec 34; All of Sec 35; T. IS $75.00.
of
value
consist
for
fencing,
the
Improvements
on
that
pay
exist
improvements
indigestible material, which if not
There
E., containing 8640 acres.
EARLY MARRIAGE desired by handsome the above described tracts will be sriven S., R.
$150.00.
the land.
21
are no improvements.
to on or before October 1st, 1918.
eliminated, form toxins and poisons
young lady with meant. Gentlemen Cal.-No bid on the above described tracts
No.
0 write R. L Box 584. Los Angeles
All of Sec 11; T. 23 S
of
Sale No. 1117
Each of the above described tracts will which are then sucked into the blood
will be accepted
for less than
Sale No. IMS
130.
N'NWtf, Sec 24; NWM MVKlandDOLLARS
Witness mr hand and the official seal
There sre be offered for sale separately.
($5.00) per acre, which is R. 18 W., containing 640 acres.
through tha very ducts which are inec 25; l. 17 s., K. u .., contain the
I I
of the State Land Office of the State of wtit,
adno
thereof
and
in
value
improvements.
appraised
tended to puck in only nourishment
120 acres.
There
are
no
ing
improve
New
11th
of
this
Mexico,
on
the
January. ments.
day
dition thereto the successful bidder must
The above sale of land will be subject
MARRY; I WILL at once put you
Sale No. 1118
mad to wealth and happiness; strictly con- 1918.
for the improvements that exist on
SE& Sec 19; Etf, Sec. to the following terms and conditions, to sustain the body.see
pay
If you want to
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
the glow of
Sec 29; T. 19 S., R. 14 W., vi.:
20;
fidential; The successful Cupid; Mrs. Cap-ptl- f
Except for land selected fir the
All of Sec 16; All of the land.
Sale No. 1064
Commissioner of Public Lands,
Box 757 Oakland Calif; No. 151.
containing 520 acres, selected for the Santa Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond healthy bloom in your choeks, to see
36; T. 19 S., R. 12 E., containing 1280
State of New Mexico. Sec
Fe
and
the
Bond
will
Grant
Each
described
above
Fund.
of
Railroad
Kkin
tracts
ent
vnur
clearer and i!eftii!r. vou
runn, the successful bidder must pay to
County
acres.
mere are no improvements.
Ffrst Publication January 18. 1918.
There are no improvements.
The success- the Commissioner of Public Lan.ls or his are told to drink every
be offered for sale separately.
morning upon
52, .worth .$70,000, Last Publication March 22, 1918.
ful
will
in
bidder
be
to
RANCHMAN,
sucn
cash
pay
required
iiuiuihk
oi
No bid on the above described tracts
saie,
wntpr
the price ofierrd by him for the Und. ar,s,nK a ,S'''S?. nf
The sbove sale of land will be subject the entire amount bid for the land.
would marry,
35, League, To
of land will be accepted for less than
jv,n IIIa
four per cent cent interest in advance for leaspoonfUl Of limestone phosphate
terms and conditions,
to the following
S
lilKhfc
$3.00) per acre which
ledo, Ohio. No. 175.
1.
2.
3.
4.
30:
1119
No.
of
Sals
Lots
WaSB-fo- r
the
balance
such
Sec
Of
purchase price, fees it, which Is a harmless moans
is the appraised value thereof and in ad- vis:
--t"state of new mexico
T. 23 S., R. 10 W EEVi. Sec 25; T. 23
advertising and appraisement and ill ,nw the Waste material and tOXina
dition thereto the successful bidder must
11 W.. containing 319.04 acres, select
R.
S..
costs
to
incidental
The
successful
bidder
each
must
to
the
the
sale
herein,
pay for the improvements that exist on Commissioner of Public Lands orpayhis aeent ed for the Santa Fe and Grant
th. stoniacn, liver, Ktaneys and
notice for publication
County and all of said amount, must be deposit-- 1 ;rom
tne land.
mere are no im- - ed in cash or certified exchange at the bowels, thus flea: sing, sweetening and
of the Railroad Bond Fund.
holding such sale,
CREAM FOR CATARRH
Land
of
sale
and
time
which
sale
mm
public
.aid amounts and purifying the entire alimentary tract,
tor tne land, lour provementa.
Each of the above described tracts ot price ottered oy
all of them are subject to forfeiture to the before
per cent interest in sdvVncc for the bal
and will be offered for sate separate
putting more food into the stom-Stat- e
OPENS UP NOSTRILS
dona ana county.
of New Mexico, if the successful
no Did on tne soove described tracts ot
ance ot such purchase price, tees tor sd- rh
ly.
will be accepted for less than THREE bidder doe. not execute a contract with- land
costs
snd
and
all
appraisement
vertising
Office of the Commissioner of Public
Men and women With SallOW Skins,
thirty days after it haa been mailed
The above sale of lands wilt be subject incidental to the sale herein, each and all DOLLARS ($3.00) per acre, which is the in
Telia How To Get Quick Relief
Lands,
appraised value thereof and in addition to him by the State Land Office, said liver spots, pimples or pallid
to the following
terms and conditions of said amount, 'must be deposited in cash thereto
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
from Head-Col- d.
to provide that the purchaser plexion, also those Who Wake up With
It's Splendid 1
the eucoeasful bidder must pay for
or certified exchange at the time of aale
vis:
Notice is hereby given that pursuant
and which said amount, and all of them tne improvement, mat exiat on the land. may at hia option make payments of not
Poatea tongue, had taste, Bay
less than
to the
of an Act of Congress,
of ninety five per
for lands selected for the Sants are subject to forfeiture to the State of
Each of the above described tract, will cent of the purchase price at any time breath, others who are bothered witn
June wx 1910. laws of the FeExcept
In M minute your clogged nostril aooroTed provisions
R. R. Bond Fond New Mexico, u the successful bidder does
and
Grant
County
New
Mexico
after the sale and prior to the expiration headaches, bilious spells, acid stomach
the rules and the successful bidder must
trill open, the air passages of your head State of of the StateandLsnd
say to the not execute a contract withia thirty days b coffered for aale aeparately.
of thirty years from the date of the con- - or
Office, the
of Public Lands, or his agent after it has beew mailed to him by thebegin this DhoS-ra- ct
constipation should
will clear and yon can brrath freely. regulations
and to provide for the payment of
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer at Commissioner
- jrf.bin.
such sale,
mA .n
The above aale of land will be snbjeci
of the state Lena imice. saia ewntrmet to nroKo more hawking, rouffiin?, blowing, public sale, to the highest bidder, at 2 holdingoffered
balance
at
the
exniration
any
unpaid
the
vide
at
that
hi.
may
purchaser
him
for
the
option
four
to
the
land,
by
following terme and conditions
No struggling for o'clock f. M on Tnursdar, Marcn 38th, price
thirty yeara from the date of the con assured of very pronounced results in
headache, dryness.
make payment, of aot le.t than
cent
interest
advance
tn
the
for
vis.:
for
for
land
.elected
the
per
Except
on deferred payments one or two weeks.
1918, in the town of Las Crvwea, County balance of such
of ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the pur- Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bone1 tract with intereat
,6101111 at night; your cold or catarrh of
purchase price, the fees chase
of four per cent per annum
Dona Ana, State of New Mexico, in for advertising and
A quarter pound of limestone phosprice at any time after the aale Fund, the aucceaaful bidder must pay U at the rate
appraisement and all aad
, .will be gone.
front of the court house therein, the fol- costs
to the expiration of thirty year, the Commissioner of Public Lands or his payable in advance on the anntveraary of phate costs very little at the drug
incidental
to
sale
and
the
prior
herein,
Get a small bottle of Elv Cream io wing describee tracts of land Tax:
the
date
of
the
contract,
partial
payments
each and all of said amounts mnet be from date of the contract, and to provide agent holding auch aale,
ot
be credited on the aoniveraary of the store but Is sufficient to demonstrate
Bafan from your druggist now. . Apply
offered by him for the land to
deposited in cash or certified eacnaaec for the payment of any anpaid balance at the
W77
date of the contract Beat following the that just as soap and hot water
SWtfNEM, Sec. 21; T. 22 at the time of sale, and which said amownts the- - expiratioa of thirty year, from the four price
little of this fragrant, antiaeptie, &,SaleR. No.
per cent cent intereat in advance foi date of tender.
40 acres.
2
The and all of tnem are subject to fcwfeilnre date of the contract with intereat oa de the balance
containing
cleanses purifies and freshens tie
of auch purchase price, fees
nssling cream in your nostrils. It
improvements consist of svrface tank, value to the State of New Menios tf'the swecese-fu- l terred naymeute at the rate of four ncr for advertising and- - appraisement
and all
The aale of land selected for the Santa skin on the outside, so hot water and
through every sir passage of tho $350.80.
Udder does not execrate n contract cent per aaanva, payable in advaace oa costs incidental to the aale herein, each Fe aad Grant County Railroad
Bond Fund limestone
phosphate act on the Inside
within thirty days after it has been saailed the anniversary of the date of contract, and all of aaid amount, must be
kend, soothe tho inflamed or woUea
will be aubiect to the above terms and
Sole We, Wt
NtfNWjt SEMlfWtf, Sec to him by the State Land Office, mm4 partial peymeata to ae credited aa the an ed in cash or certified exchange deposit
meoua sjMBtbraiM
at the conditions except that the successful bid- organs. We must always consider that
relief comes
25; T. 24 &T R. 4
of
of
the
date
EH, Sec, 21; T.
contract
the
aext time of aale and which aaid amounts and der must pay in cash or certified ex- internal sanitation is Tastly mora imtree to pro? toe teat tne purchaser anay niveraary
24 &, R. S W
N& See,
S& Sec S;
his option make payments of not lees Mlowiaur thea date of tender.
all of them are aubiect to forfeiture to the change at the time of aale
of portant than outside cleanliness, beR. I W obtaining
; T. 25 S
It's just fine. Dosrt stay staffed up 1387 JOSec
n
ncr ccm
of unsftet-fiState of New Mexico, if the successful the purchase price offered by bias for cause
the skin pores do not absorb
acres elected tor the Santa Fe and of the purchase price ot any time after
The above aale of taade will be anbieet bidder doe. aot execute a contract with the land
Jrith a cold or aooty ovterWBelitf
ad- four
cent
interest
ia
per
Grant Cownty Railroad Bond WwmL There
to valid existjaa riarbta. caacaaaata. tiafhta in thirty day. after it has beea mailed
for the balance of each purchase impurities Into the blood, while th
prior to tne expiration
from onto of the eontr
do.
a, way.
w aim by tha State Lead Office, aaid
aad will be required te execute a
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BILLY LOUISE BECOMES

MUCH DISCOURAGED

STATE OF FAMILY FINANCES

SHE HEARS

OVER THE
AND

SEES

THINGS THAT MAKE HER DOUBT WARD
Murtliy iiml Juse Miilkc, pioneers, have for twenty
inndc 11 linn' living mil nf Uirlr nimh nt llir Cove im Wolverine
reek In tlii' iiiiniiiliiiii I'ti
country of Iiliilm. 'I'll i 'i ncl ulihors, tilt"
Mm I iniiiilils, living si'vcriil inili s iiwny, have a daughter. Hilly Louise,
now lilxiiit niiii'li'i'ii yi'iirs nlil, wliniii Mnrtliy has secretly helped to
At tin' linii' tin' story opens Hilly Louise Is sii'inliii) the
i ilm nl.'.
A snnw slni'iii comes up, anil on her wuy hiiini
ii
Willi Murlhy.
tin' girl mil 't i mi intiToi ins: slniin.'cr, who is invited to stay overnight nt Hie Mac Ponuhl rnnrli. Ward W'urreii and Hilly I.onlse
linn frieinls. Jase dies and Martliy buries his body without aid.
t'liarlie Fox. Mni'iliv's nephew, eonies to the Cove, lie discovers evidence of cattle stciilinu'.

Synopsis.

rMi

to get a start they're suspicious, as if more depressed than ever, because ber gate waiting for ber, which was un
a man has no right to
Well, I think depression was now mixed with a dis- usual, if Billy Louise had been normal
I managed to head them off anyway."
appointment keener than sbe would enough to notice it. He came forward
Her satisfaction lasted while she rode have cared to acknowledge, even to and took Blue by tbe bridle when she
to the next ridge.
Then the little herself.
dismounted, which was still more un
" and
devils of doubt came
usual, fur Billy Louise always cared
She had said she knew
for ber own torse both from habit and
CHAPTER VI.
itwhtsperiug.
all about Ward. Well, she did to a
preference.
The Corral In the Canyon.
"Yor mommie, she's sick," be an
greater extent than others knew. But
she wondered if she did not know too
worry you
suddenly, Just at sundown, nounced stolidly. "She
Yo hetter go,
much or if sbe knew enough. There QUITE Louise's journeying was in maybe hurt yoreself.
were some things-S- he
terrupted iu a most unexpected maybe."
headed Blue down the slope and manner. She was dreaming along a
Billy Louise did not answer, but ran
us straight for the Ulg Hill as she Uat bottomed canyon, looking for an up tbe path to tbe cabin. "Ob, bas
could go. There was no trail that way, eusy way across, when Blue threw up everything got to happen all at once?'
and the ridges were steep and the can- his bead, listened with his ears thrust she cried aloud, protesting aguiust tbe
yons circuitous. But Blue was a good forward and sniffed with widened nos- lmplaculileness of misfortune.
"Yor mommies sick," I'hoebe an
From his manner almost anyhorse, with plenty of stundna and trils.
nrtch experience. He carried his lady thing might lie ahead of them. And nounced in a whisper. "She's crazy
safely, and he carried her willingly. because certuiu of the possibilities 'cause you been so long. She's awful
F.ven her impatience could Hud 110 would call for quick action if any of bad, I guess."
Billy Louise said nothing, hut went
fault with the manner In which he them became a certuiuty Billy Louise
climbed, steep pitches, slid down slopes twisted her gun belt around so that her in where her m 'lier lay moaning, ber
as steep, Jumped narrow washouts and six shooter swung within easy reach face white and turned to tbe ceiling.
picked his way through thickets of of her hand. With her lingers she made Billy Louise herself bad pulled up' ber
of strength and cheeriulness,
quaking aspens or over wide stretches sure that the gun was loose in its bol- reserves
of shale rock and lava beds. He was ster und kicked Blue mildly as a hint and the Angers she laid or, ber mother's
et to his ears when finally he shuff- to go on and see what It was all about. forehead were cool and steady.
"Poor old mommie ! Is It that nasty
Blue went forward, stepping easily
led into Ward's trail up the creek bottom, but he breathed evenly, and he on the soft side hill. In rough country lumbago again?" she asked caressingly
carried his head high and perked his whatever you want to see is nearly al- and ilid not permit tbe tiniest shade of
ears knowingly forward when the cor- ways around a sharp bend; you read It anxiety to spoil the reassurance of ber
ral and haystack came into view so iu the stories and hooks of travels presence. "I went further than usual
He splashed and when you ride out iu the hills you and Blue's pretty tender, so I eased him
around a sharp bend.
both front feet Into the creek just be- Hud it' so in reality. Billy Louise rode along, and I'm fearfully late. I sup
pose you've been having all kinds of
to
fore the cabin and

stopped
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LET THE WISE SOWER LOOK TO HIS SEED.

drink,

disasters happening to me." She was
passing her fingers soothingly over her
mother's forehead while she explained
and she saw that her mother did not
moan so much as when she came into
and she urged Rlue across the ford and
the room.
up the bank to the cabin. She slid off
"Of course I worried. I wish you
and went in boldly to hide her inward
ouldn't take them long rides. Oh, I
embarrassment and she found nothing
guess it's lumbago mostly but seems
hut emptiness there.
like it uin't, either. The ;in seems to
Hilly Louise did not take long to inbe mostly iu my side."
fihe stirred
wus
coffee
The
still
pot
vestigate.
restlessly and moaned again.
on
warm
stove
the
she
when
laid
her
CHAPTER V Continued.
"That fellow Is as straight as a
"What's Phoebe been doing for it?
it, and she Immediately
You don't seem to have any fever,
string. Don't you suppose it's some palm against
A
a
coffee.
herself
of
cup
plate
Far over to the east w ard a hlacU dot gang over on the river, Floyd? I'd poured
mommie and that's a good thing. I'll
on the table Indicated that
moved up u !rTfcii slope mid slid out of look around over there. I believe, and and a cup
go tlx you one of those dandy spice
eaten
a
hud
hurried
and
Ward
meal
silit lieyoml. That inlaid he Ward try lo get a line on lie iiniiceounlables. hud not taken time to clear
Had any supper, mommie?"
poultices.
the
away
t ii k intr u short cut across the hill to Ills
There's a lot of new settlers coma iu
I couldn't eat. Phoebe made a
"Oh,
ute
was
whut
left,
claim licyond the pine dulled ridge Unit just In the last year or two. and there lilter. Hilly Louise
hop poultice, but it's awful soppy."
she washed the
looked purple in the distunce.
Hilly might be some tough ones scattered and mechanically
"Well, never mind, l'our dear daughbeneat
Louise sighed with a vague disiiuiet through the bunch. .Hetter se if there dishes und made everything
ter
is on the job now. She'll have you
to
look
for Battier.
and iiirncd to look away to the north, has been any cattle shipped or driven fore she went down
all comfy In just about two minutes,
She had thought that Ward was out
where the jiunlile of high hills grew through that way, don't you tlriuk?"
lleiiduche, mum? All right, I'll Just
more ruiced, with the valleys narrow"We can try." Floyd assented with- somewhere about the place and would
shake up your pilly and bring you such
er and deeper.
out eagerness.
"Hut as near as we return very soon probably. Blue she
a duudy spice poultice I expect you'll
Mere ciiine two other dots, larger uml can ligure it's too much of a drib drab had left standing iu plain sight before
want to eat it!" Billy Louise's voice
more cleiirly delined as horsemen. proposition for that. A cow anT calf t lie cabin so that Ward could see hiin
was soft and hod a broody sweetness Which Do You Sow? Qlean 8eed (Lower Right); Adulterated Product (Lower
was
a
she
know
which
and
fact
there,
mere
From
Left). Make a Tester of Two Dinner Plates and a Moist Cloth, Bad
when she wished It so, that soothed
objects that stood higher here and there, and so on. We got
tlinii any animal and moved with a wind of it first when we went out to she regretted.
Germination (Upper Left), Good Germination (Upper Right).
more than medicine. Her mother's eyes
While she was washing dishes and
closed wearily while the girl talked;
purposeful directness they presently bring in a gentle cow that the deacon
lieciuiie men who rode with the easy wauled on the ranch. We knew where sweeping she hud been trying to think
the muscles of her face lelaxed a little
u she was, only she wasn't there when of some excuse for tier presence there.
from their look of pain.
swing of hahit which has
comto
be
was
her
It
awkward,
going
second mil urc. They must have seen we went after her. We hunted the
8EED DEALERS TO FURNISH
Billy Louise bent und laid her lips
one
on
there
his
heels,
ing
say.
might
Folded
Into
Put
This
and
She
her sitting still upon her horse in ihe hills for a week and couldn't find a
Neatly
INFORMATION WITH
lightly ou her mother's cheek. "Poor
to
she
had
wish
Louise
Hilly
Box.
began
the
midst of that high, sunny plateau, for sign of her or her calf. And she had
Cigar
old mommie! I'd have come home
PRODUCT.
cernot
to
come.
feel
She
quite
began
to-If I'd known she was sick
stuck down iu the creek bottom all the
they turned and rode up the slope
or four minutes before she
for
three
he
that
would
and
tain
Ward
surprised
h id her.
and had to have nasty, soppy stuff."
spring, so it looked kind a funny."
According to a plan agreed
wheu he found her there and received auy inkling of what luy ahead,
In the kitchen a very different Billy
Hilly Louise walled, too depressed to lie twisted In the saddle and looked disgusted
upon by representatives of the
Blue's behavior during that inthough
would
at
look
her
faint
curl
with
that
wonder greatly who they were.
back at the pine clotted ridge.
Louise measured spices and asked a
seed trade and representatives
of the lip and that fainter lift of the terval had served to reassure her someriders prohahly. And so they
"There's a Yd calf up there that's a
of tbe United States Department
armers Urged Not to Take Any
what. He wus interested still in what question now and then in a whisper and
made
her
it.
nostril
above
which
go
breathed with a repressed unevenness
proved. At least one of them was a dead ringer for the one we've been hot
of Agriculture In conferences
all over with the scorn in them. lay just out of sight beyond a shoulder which
Chances With Product of
Senlieck man- - Floyd ( 'arson, who had hunting." he observed, "but it's runbetrayed the strain she was
lust yeur, seed dealers will proof
be
did
be
not
to
the
but
hill,
hud
She
look
once
seen
him
apjiear
that
way
talked with her at her own pile and ning witli a cow flint carries .liinkins'
vide the following information
Poor Quality.
or twice, and iu spite of herself she be- iu the least alurmcd. Therefore Billy
hud t"ld her of the suspected cattle old brand, so"
He looked apologetwith all lots of ten pounds or
to picture his face with that ex- Louise knew it couldn't be a bear, at
stealing. The other man was a stran- ically Into the calm eyes of Billy gun
p
over of
seeds which
any rate.
Louise
discovers
ger, whom Floyd introduced as Mr. Louise.
that
"Of course I don't mean to pression.
Billy
they sell:
They came to the point of the hill's
MAKE A GERMINATION
TEST
Hilly Louise was on (lie point of rid- love
her
Iiirken.
Ward
for
is
darkened
there's
1. Nume of seedsman.
anything wrong up there,"
say
shoulder und Hilly Louise tightened the
They hud been "prowling around," he hastily assured her. "But that's 111K nnu,r u guuu ucm uiore uuMiiy r,'ms instinctively while she stared at
by suspicion that he is connected
2. Kind of seed.
than she hud come iu the hope that
in cording to Floyd, trying to see what Ihe reason
a
of
with
men
bad
I'd
and
she
ask
gang
you about Ward
thought
3. Proportion of pure live seed
would not discover her there. whut lay revealed beneath. The head
e
Device Will Tell Value of
treats him with coolness, much
they could see. Floyd was one of that fellow"
present, with month and year of
Then her owu stubbornness came up- of the gulch was blocked with u corral
Be.
Clean
Grains
l
Seeds
Small
I,
those round-fto
his
"Oh.
It's perfectly right to make acre
young
puzzlement.
small, high, hidden from view on all
germination test.
fellows who do not believe much In of everybody," smiled Hilly Louise. permost, and she told herself that sbe sides save where she
fore Sowing Send Sample to
4. Country or locality of orstood, by the
had a perfect right to ride wherever
und
whentherefore
talk
do
"I'd
the same thing myself. But
secrecy
freely
Agricultural College.
walls of rock and heavy aspen
igin In tbe case of tbe following
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
ever and wherever they dare. He you'll find everything's all straight up she pleased and that If Ward didn't jugged
thickets beyond.
imported seeds: Beans, soy
said that Seabed; had turned them there. We know nil about him and like it he could do the other thing.
The corral wus but the setting for WIFEY GOT
The seed trade has voluntarily agreed
beans, Turkestan alfalfa, and
She went to the door and stood lookDUMKOPFF'S
ROLL
looso to keep cases and see if they how and where he got hisfew head of
to label all field seeds with the perred clover from southern Euout for a minute, wondering where what Billy Louise stared at so unbeing
couldn't pick up tlie trail of these rus- stock mid everything.
But of course
A horseman had ridden out
of pure seed that will grow,
and Chile.
lievingly.
rope
centage
E
Him
tlers who were trying to get rich off u you could ask Junkins if you have any lie was.
to Curtail
Spouse Induced
Since the seed trade conferthe purchuser exact information
giving
a little window behind of tbe corral just as she came into
was
There
u
Diiron
and
long rope. (If you doubt"
running
penses at Celebration, Then
as to quality. The United States Departences, practically all the larger
the bunk and beside that a shelf tilled sight, had turned a sharp corner and
vided Money "Equally."
tire of Ihe West you know what that
"Oh, we'll take your word for It. I
had disappeared by riding up Ihe same
ment of Agriculture urges all farmers
seedsmen
have
individually
books
and
with
material
and
smoking
mentis, and if you are not you ought to just wanted to know. He's a stranger
to buy their seeds only from dealers
slope she occupied, but farther along
to
conduct their busiagreed
armutches.
She
the
knew
by
very
guess that it means stealing cattle and lo our outfit. I've seen him a few
Adolph Pumltopff had made a kill who comply with this agreement and
and in a shallow depression which hid
ness
In accordance with these
let it go at that.) It was not until lie limes. What's his name? Us boys rangement of that shelf and window blm completely after that one brief Ing nt poker, says the Detroit Free not to run
tbe risk of buying high- suggestions.
Press.
had talked for ten minutes or so that call him Noisy. It's like pulling a wis- that Ward liked to lie there on the glimpse.
priced, unlabeled seed that will not
Hilly Louise became more than mildly dom tooth to get any kind a talk out bunk and read while the light lasted.
Oh, Adolph, how lovely !" scuggled give a stand in the field.
Of course the gulch was dusky with
At the head of the bed hung a flour
Interested in the conversation.
his
of him."
"You
held
won
must
wife,
have
a
and
she
had
bad
deep
shadows,
only
and much of the seed 1s of poorer qual-it- y
Make Germination Test.
half full of some hard, lumpy
"Say, .Miss Mad oiiuld," Floyd asked
"lie Is awful quiet," assented Billy sack
But the horse was a dark bay derful hands, Adolph. Whnt did you
than in normal years. Therefore,
Get your seed early and make a ger
stuff which
Louise had not no- glimpse.
by way of beginning a new paragraph, Louise carelessly.
und tbe rider was slim and tall and have Jacks down, or n full kind, or mination test of it before
"But he's real ticed before. Billy
sowing. every farmer before sowing should
She felt the bag tentat- wore a
"how about that fellow over on Mill sternly to work."
Tbe
of
heart
gruy hat
Billy something?"
Count out 100 seeds ; put tbem between know what proportion of the seed be
not guess its contents and
creek? lie worked for you folks u
"Them quiet fellows generally are." ively, could
Louise paused a moment from Its steady
"How about n little celebration T" folds of moist
paper or cloth between buys cannot be expected to grow. If
year or so ugo, dh'M't lie? What does put In Mr. Birken. "You run stock In filially took it down and untied it. heating and then sank heavily under a said Mr. Dumkopff, Jovlnlly. "How two dinner
Within were irregulur scraps and
plates and keep at room one lot contains 90 per cent of seed
he do?"
was
She
do
horn
and
loo,
Miss
about h little theuter party, and then temperature for four days ; then count that will grow and another lot conhere,
MaeDonald?"
you,
great weight.
range
strips of stuff bard as bone, a puzzle range bred. She had sat wide eyed on a little
"He has a ranch,' said Hilly Louise,
"The big I)s," answered Hilly Louise still
something to eat nt
the sprouted seeds. If 95 seeds sprout tains 64 per cent of seed that will grow
to one unfamiliar with the fron
with careful calm. "He's been work- and smiled faintly. "I've been
knees
her
and
?"
heard
bim
tell
of
daddy's
range tier. Billy Louise pulled out a Utile
the seed Is good; If only a small part It will take three bushels of the 64 per
corlosses
in
of
ing on it this summer, I believe."
cattle
and
horses
and
herding them back here In these footremonstrated Mrs. of them sprout the seed is either poor cent seed to sow the same number of
"Now,
"t'hhuh. We were over there this hills this summer. Do you want to piece, nibbled a corner and pronounced: rals found bidden away In strange DumkopfT, Adolph,"
"whnt's the good of squan- or tbe test was not properly made. acres that two busbels of the 96 per
Jerky! I'm going to swipe places and of unknown riders who disThrm Yd cattle up above look through the bunch?"
iiiornine;.
dering It right nway? Now that you've If in doubt as to tbe value of the seed cent will sow.
some of that," which she proceeded to
Ids place are his, I reckon?"
appeared mysteriously into the bills.
Mr. riirken blushed. "Oh, no, not at do to the extent of
This is Important from the standtilling her pocket, Sbe bad beard of these things; they got It, you mny as well keep It for a send a sample to your state agricul"Yes." said Hilly Louise. "'He's been all: I was
rainy day. We'll celebrate reasonably, tural experiment station or to the Seed point of cost alone when red clover
wondering if you had lost for to those who have learned to like were a
of tbe stage setting for that's what we'll do."
putting his wages into cattle for a year tiny."
part
it jerked venison is quite as desirubie wild dramas of the West.
Laboratory, United States Department seed Is selling for S20 or more per
or so. He worked for Junkins last
And after supper they went to the of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, with bushel. It is much more necessary,
"Nobody would rustle cattle from a as milk chocolate or any other nlbbly
winter. Why?"
a
With
white
line
around
showing
to
see
movies
I
the
beautiful Snoozles the request that it be tested for quul- - however, to know the quality of seed
hope. At any rate, I haven't tidbit.
lady,
"Oh, nothing, I guess, only he's the missed
her close pressed lips and a horror in Wonderful In
in the
The
folks
the Loop" In
down
in order that tbe rate of seeding may
any
yet.
had
"Looping
wall
The
sacks
of
flour
opposite
In
the country, and bis Cove
her wide eyed glance she rode quietly five
only stranger
which they each had
have, though."
after
be proportional to the quality, so that
parts,
stacked
it
and
boxes
of
against
staple
the
of
side
the
bluff
toward
prosperity ain't accounted
along
a
"Yes. I heard they had. That breed canned goods, such as corn and tomaSCREENING SEED MAY PREpickle sandwich in Chlldlsh's.
enough live seed will be sowed to In"Oh. but it is!" laughed Hilly Louise.
seen the horseman disshe
had
where
rode over to see if he could get a line toes and milk und peaches. A box of
"Now, wasn't that a reasonable celesure a stand in the field. First know
VENT NEW DISEASE.
He was riding a dark bay and bration
"I only wish I had hall as clear a tick- on
appear.
?" said Mrs. DumkopfT, when
hard luck. That Charlie cuiineH peaches stood at the bead of be wore a
how much of the seed may grow and
et. When he isn't working out he's Foxthem. It's
gray bat and dark coat, and
hud returned home. "Only elghty-flv- e
seems a fine, hurd working boy, the bed and upon that a case of tomathen sow accordingly.
Screening out the shriveled
be was slim and tail. Billy Louise they cents
don't you think?"
toes. Ward used them for a table and made a sound that was close to a
altogether."
grains from wheat seed before
"Cheap at half the price," agreed
CLEAN SEED BEFORE SOWING.
"Yess," said Hilly Louise shyly, "he set the lantern there when he wanted and set ber teeth bard together groan
will remove one cause
planting
after
her husband, as he dropped off to
seems real nice." She looked away to read in bed. "He's got a pretty good ward.
of spreading the new bacterial
Half an hour later Mrs. Dumand bit her lip self consciously as she supply of grub," was the rerdict of
disease of wheat which has been
Cleaning and grading tbe small
She reached the hillside just above sleep.
carefully removed his trousers
spoke.
Billy Louise, sizing up the assortment
discovered In many states of the
grains for spring sowing should be
the corral. There were cattle down kopff
from the chair by his head, extracted
The two men swallowed the bait like while she nibbled at the piece of Jerky.
done before tbe spring rush In premiddle West
Thla has been
uneasily about In tbe his roll from the
a hungry flsb. They glanced at each "I wonder where he is anyway?" And there, moving
right-han- d
pocket
learned by specialists of the
paring the land and sowing the seed.
shadows. Of the horseman there was,
divided It with scrupulous fairness
other and winked knowingly. Billy a moment later: "He oughtn't to hang of
United States Department of AgWheat, oats, barley, and flax can be
Just the corral and
course, no
Louise saw them from the tail of her bis best clothes up like that. They'll a few restlesssign
riculture who, in
Improved for seeding by running the
cattle shut Inside and into two equal parts, kept tbe six tens
and replaced the six fives In ber husdowncast eye and permitted herself a be all wrinkled wheu be wants to put on tbe
seed through the fanning mill at least
with the experiment stations of
hilltops a soft, rose violet glow
little sigh of relief. They would be them on."
once.
Tbe cleaned grain will run
Kansas and Wisconsin, are
and in the sky beyond a blend of pur- band's trousers.
"I'll buy something for the house
the more ready now to accept at Its
She went over and disposed of the ple and deep crimson to show where
the problem of controlthrough the drill or other seeding ma-- ,
studying
face value her statement concerning best clothes to her liking and shook out the sun had been. Close beside ber as with this, such as the prizes for my
chlnery more evenly and thus Insure
Wheat kerling this disease.
warn, unless they credited her with the dust. Sbe bad to own to herself she stood looking down a little, gray card party next week," thought Mrs.
a more uniform stand than can be obnels that are plump do not conas she tucked the bills into
the feat of being in lore with the two that for a bachelor Ward was very or- bird twittered
Dumkopff,
tained from nncleaned grain.
tain bacterial cavities, but shrivwistfully.
her
men at the same time.
back
hair
to
Into
bed
and
eled ones often do.
derly, though he did let bis trousers
Cleaning grain removes most of the
Billy Louise took a deep breath and sleep the sleep of theslipped
"Well. Im sorry Charlie Fox bas hang down over the flour sacks In a rode
foxy.
weak and diseased kernels, many of
on, angling slightly up the bluff
been tupped off too.
He's a mighty way to whiten their hems. She hung so that she could cross at the bead of
which may not grow at all, or If they
fine chap," declared Floyd, with
t tbem hi a different place.
Killing Seals In Fraaer River.
tbe gulch. It was very quiet, very
ity, including percentage of purity and do grow are likely to produce small,
heartiness, his round eyes
But where was Ward? Billy Louise peaceful and wildly beautiful, this jum
The European war haa furnished germination.
weak plants. Uniformly large, plump
dwelling curiously upon the face of bethought her that Blue deserved ble of hills and deep gashed canyons. an idea to the provincial authorities,
Don't take any chances with the kernels germinate more evenly, proLouise.
Hilly
something to eat after that hard ride But Billy Louise felt as though some who have for years been seeking to ex- auality of the red clover seed yon sow duce stronger plants, and yield more
"Yes, I must be going," said that and led bim down to the stable. There thing precious had died. She should terminate the hair seals, which kill this spring.
than ungraded grain containing small,
young woman
Tre was no sign of Rattler, and Billy hare gone down and investigated and enormous quantities of salmon at the
shrunken kernels.
High Price of Seed.
quite a circle to ride yet. I hope yon Louise wondered anew at Ward's ab turned those cattle loose that is. If mouth of the Fraser, says a Vancouver
Never before has the price of red
Thorough cleaning also removes a
locate the rustlers, and if there's any- sence. It did not seem consistent with sbe dared. Weil, 'she dared; It was not dispatch
to the Buffalo
News. clover seed been so high as It la at the large part of the weed seeds the grain
thing I can do If I see or hear any bis haste to leare the Wolverine and fear that beld ber to the upper slopes-Sh- e Note was taken of the favorite bask- present time, and never has the quan- contains. The
preparation of the land
thing that seems to be a clew I'll let his frequent assertion that he must get
did not want to know what brand ing places of the seals on the Fraser tity of seed on hand been so small In for seeding destroys many seeds that
you know right away. I've been keep-lu- g to work. From the stable door she they bore or whether an iron had sear sandheads. One of these was mined proportion to the acreage to be seeded. are in the
ground and thus helps to
my eyes open for some trace of could look orer practically the whole ed fresh marks.
with high explosives and charges of
In years when the demand for any keep weeds in check, but the
value
them, and so has Char Mr. Fox." creek bottom within his fence, and she
were
cans
in
below the kind of seed exceeds the supply, all of this work Is largely lost If foul seed
placed
"Oh, God !" sbe said once aloud, and metal
Then she blushed and told them good- - could see tbe broad sweep of the hills there was a prayer and a protest, a surface of the sand, which the next available seed Is
pat on the market Is sown.
and loped off tin the on either side. On ber way back to curse and a question all In those two high tide smoothed over. At low tide
Far Over to the Eastward
Black Dot by very hastily
sbe
cabin
to
tried
the
track
ridge.
the seals returned to their place In
Rattler, words.
Moved Up.
To leave farm implements to the
Bark up that tree for awhile, ron but there were several stock trails
So trouble trouble that sickened her the sun and were not disturbed.
twor
and
dollar
be
bold
she
different
tender mercies of the elements Is
with
in
a
and
tbe very soul and choked her Into dumbsaid,
every
gets
wolfing,
twist of her leading
directions,
Tbe next day nearly 200 aeals gathof be pats Into that ranch. We're lips, when sbe was well away from soil was too dry to leave any distin ness and squeezed her heart so that ered on the sands and the explosion
nothing short of criminal negligence.
known blm a long time. He doesn't them. "Yon you darned Idiots, to go guishing marks.
the ache of it was agony came and was touched off by a battery from
blow his money, you see, like most fel- prowling around Ward's place. Just as
Fresh green produce Is very desirShe waited for an hour or two, sit- rode with her through the brooding which wires led to the seal ground.
If
Ward'll take a shot at them If ting in the doorway, nibbling jerky and dusk of the canyons and over the The explosion killed every seat
able early In tbe summer and a plenlows do."
Raise
more
food
feed
and
than
be
to
found
occasion
catches
them nosing through his trying to read a magazine. Then she brighter hilltops.
yon tiful supply of It helps to keep down
bare
Floyd
Other blasts will be set off, for this
will need and keep what yon will need the high cost of living.
alight argument with his horse Just stockr 8he scowled at a big D cow found a stub of pencil, tore out an adBilly Louise did not remember any Is the big sockeye salmon year, and
what
raise.
it
yon
then. He happened to be one of the that thrust her head out of an alder vertising page which bad a wide mar- thing much about that ride except that protection of the run is vitaL
"most" fellows, and the occasion of thicket and sent Blue In after her. gin and wrote: "I don't think you're a abe was glad the way was long. Blue
Corn that was selected wisely In the
Soil
washing by heavy rains prob- field where It grew, that matured norhis last "blowout" was fresh in his Frowning, she watched the animal go bit nice. Why don't you stay homo carried her steadily on and on and
A Lucky Man.
most
la
cause
the
of the mally and has been preserved, properly
ably
mfcod.
important
lumbering down the hill toward the when a fellow comes to see you?" This needed no guiding, and though WolrerWtfey I can't find words to express loan
of boU fertility on rolling upland In moose and Insect proof storages
"Well, of course If 70a know he's all Wolverine. "Just because he's a stran- sbe folded neatly and pat In the cigar lne canyon was black dark in most my contempt for yon.
farms.
win grow and produce satisfactorily.
ger and doesn't mix with people and box of tobacco over Ward's pillow.
straight that settles It Bat It
places she luted It so.
Hubby Good. Now perhaps I shall
sain da his own business and la trying
seems queer "
Sbe reaaddled Blue and rode away
John Print i wu standing ay ue have Peace.
while Billy Louise stared at the silent
place.
Ity the tracks along the creek trail
she knew that Ward hud come home,
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DO YOU KNOW CORNMEAL!

Uncle Sam's
Food Lessons

J

(Special Information Service U. S.
of Agriculture.)
MAKE A LITTLE MEAT GO A LONG

WAY.
Don't think that you must eut a lot
of meat to be strong. Meat Is good to
'help build up the body, but so are
many other foods.
In these dishes part of your building material comes from the more expensive meat and part from the cheaper peas, beans, hominy, and barley.
The little meat with the vegetables
and cereals will give your body what
it needs.
Savory Stews and Meat Pies.
Do you know how good they are?
They mny be so varied tlmt you can
have a different one every duy in the
week, and all of them delicious. It
needs only a small piece of meat to
give flavor to a hearty dish.
Try them.
They can be a whole
meal and a nutritious one. These recipes serve five people.
Here Is an English stew tlint Is especially good:
Hot Pot of Mutton and Barley.
One pound mutton.
One and a half cupfuls pearled barley.
One tubiespoonful salt.
Four potatoes.
Four onions.
Celery tops or other seasoning herbs.
Cut the mutton In small pieces, and
brown with the onion In fat cut from
meat. This will help make the meut
tender and improves the flavor. Pour
this into a covered saucepan. Add two
quarts water and the barley. Simmer
for one and a half hours. Then add
the potatoes cut in quarters, seasoning
f
herbs, and seasoning, and conk
hour longer.
Beef Stew.
One pound beef.
Four potatoes cut in quarters.
Quarter peck peas or one can.
One cupful enrrots cut up small.
One teaspoonful suit.
Cut the meat in small pieces and
brown In the fnt from the meat. Simmer in two quarts of wnter for one
hour. Add the pens and carrots and
f
cook for
hour, then add the
If canned peas are used,
potatoes.
add them ten minutes before serving.
Serve when potatoes are done.
Different Stews.
Here Is the way you con change the
stews to make them different and to
suit the season:
1. The meat.
This may be any kind
and more or less than a pound may be
used. Use the cheap cuts, the flank,
rump, neck, or brisket. The long, slow
Game
cooking makes them tender.
and poultry are good.
2. Potatoes and barley may be used
or barley alone, or rice hominy, or
macaroni.
3. Vegetables.
Carrots, turnips,
onions, peas, beans, cabbage, tomutoes
are good, canned or fresh. Use one
or more of these, as you wish.
4. Parsley, celery tops, onion tops,
seasoning herbs, or chopped sweet peppers add to the flavor.
5. Many
may be used not
only meat and vegetables, but rice or
hominy.
How to Cook the Stews.
All kinds of stews are cooked in
Just about the same way. Here are
directions which will serve for making almost any kind.
Cut the meat In small pieces and
brown with the onion In the fat cut
from the meat. Add the salt and pepper, seasoning vegetables (onion, celery tops, etc.), two quarts of water,
and the rice, or other cereal. If It is
to be used. Cook for an hour, then
add the vegetables except potatoes.
Cook the stew for half an hour, add
the potatoes cut In quarters, cook for
another half an hour, and serve.
The tireless cooker may well be used,
the meat and the vegetables being put
In at the same time.
s
or canned vegetables need
only to be heated through. Add them
15 minutes before serving.
Dried peas or beans should be soaked overnight and cooked for three
hours before adding to the stew; or,
better, cook them overnight In a tireless cooker.
one-hal-
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CORNMEAL

to your country
nourishing food for you.

Mi-vic-

Here is a quick kind of corn bread.
Our grandmothers used to linke It on
a hoard before the open fire. You can
bake It In your oven.
Corn Dodger.
Two cupfuls cornmeal. one teaspoonful salt, two teaspnonfuls fat, one and
s
cupful boiling wnter.
Pour the boiling wnter over the
lion t well.
other materials.
When
cool, form Into thin cakes anil hake
30 minutes in a hot oven.
Make 14
biscuits.
These crisp little biscuits
are good with butter or gravy. Eat
them with your meat nnd vegetables.
Corn Bread.
Corn bread is a good article Is especially good made with sour milk and
soda; but sweet milk und baking powder are satisfactory.
Eggs Improve
the flavor and udd to' the food value,
but may be omitted If too expensive.
No. 1. Two cupfuls cornnieul, two
cupfuls sweet milk (whole or skim),
four teaspoonfuls
baking powder,
one tahlespoonful sugar, two
one
fat,
teaspoonful salt,
one egg (may be omitted).
No. 2. Two cupfuls cornnieul, two
cupfuls sour milk, one teaspoonful
soda, one tahlespoonful sugar, two
fat, one teaspoonful salt,
one egg (may be omitted).
n
Mix Ingredients.
Add milk,
egg, nnd melted fat. Bent well.
Bake In shallow pan for about 30
minutes.
Spoon Bread.
An Old Southern Recipe. Here Is
nn
soft spoon hrend the
Southerners like. With milk or sirup
it makes a satisfying menl.
Two cupfuls water, one cupful milk
(whole or skim), one cupful cornmeal, one tahlespoonful fat, twcJ
eggs, two teaspoonfuls salt.
Mix water nnd cornmeal and bring
to the boiling point nnd cook five minBoat eggs well nnd ndd with
utes.
other materials to the mush. Beat
well nnd bake In n
pnn
Serve
for 25 minutes in n hot oven.
from the same dish with a spoon.
Enough for six.
Cornmeal and Milk.
Do you use cornmeal iiiukIi for a
breakfast food? It Is both chenp and
good. Cooked in Rklmmed milk Instead
of water It Is extra fine, nnd the food
value of the dish is nearly doubled.
Here Is n delicious conitnenl nnd
milk dessert.
Indian Pudding.
Four cupfuls milk (whole or skim),
cupful cornmeal,
tenspoonfnl snlt, one teacupful mospoonful ginger,
lasses.
Cook milk nnd menl In n double holler 20 minutes ; ndd molnsses, salt, nnd
Pour into buttered pudding
ginger.
dish nnd bnke two hours In a slow
oven, or use your tireless cooker. Serve
with milk. Tills makes n good nnd
nourishing dessert. Serve six.
Cornmeal and Meat.
Cornmeal Is good combined with
meats. Such a dish Is a meal In itself.
three-fourth-

three-fourt-

one-thir- d

Try this
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means X
and X

Try corn bread nnd see how
good it can be. There nre many
kinds. You will wnndor why you
didn't use It every day before the
war.
It Is very nourishing, too. A
cupful of cornnieul gives even
more fuel to your body thnn a
cupful of wheat flour.

h
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one.

Tamale Pie.
Two cupfuls cornmeal, six cupfuls
water, one tahlespoonful fnt, one onion,
two cupfuls tomatoes, one pound hamburger steak.
Make a mush by stirring the cornf
teaspoonmeal and one nnd
fuls salt Into boiling wnter. Cook 45
In
onion
Brown
minutes.
fat, ndd hamburger and stir until red color disapAdd snlt, pepper, nnd tomapears.
A sweet pepper Is an addition.
to.
Grease bnklng dish, put In layer of
cornmeal mush, ndd seasoned meat,
f
and cover with mush. Bake
hour. Serve six.
Corn Helps J Feed the World.
The more we use the more food
can be sent abroad. Yon need not tire
of It, as there nre at leust 50 wnys
to use cornmeal to ranke good dishes
for dinner, supper, lunch, or breakfast. Here are some suggestions:
Hot Bread.
Boston brown bread, lioecake, mufMeat Pie.
fins, biscuits, griddle cakes.
Another good way to use a little
Vaffles.
meat Have you ever used rice, corn-meDessert.
mush, or hominy for a crust Y
Cornmeal molnsses cake, npple corn
a
work
less
crust
than
is
This
pastry
bread, dumplings.
and saves wheat.
Gingerbread, fruit gems.
Four cupfuls cooked cornmeal, rice,
Hearty Dishes.
Cornmeal croquettes, cornmeal fish- or hominy.
One onion, two cupfuls tomato, balls.
Meat and cornmeal dumplings.
eighth teaspoonfal fjepper.
Italian polenta.
One tablespooaful fat.
Tamales.
r
One pound raw meat or
The recipes are in Farmers' Built tin
meat cut up small.
505, "Corn Meal as a Food and Wnys
One-hateaspoonful salt.
of Using It," free from the departMelt the fat, add the sliced 'onion ment of agriculture.
meat
add
Is
It
raw
and
If
used,
and
Cornmeal ha become Our Ally I
stir until the red color disappears.
and
tomato
If
Add the
seasoning.
United State Seashore Cities.
cooked meat la used, add It with the
Seashore cities small and sleepy
tomato and seasoning, after the onion
In winter, great, bustling cities
la browned, and heat through. Grease villages
In summer are now so numerous that
a baking dish, put In a layer of the they can hardly be counted. They dot
cereal, add the meat and gravy, and the coast from Maine to Florida ; the
cover with the cereal dotted with fat
gulf coast has any number of pretty,
Bake for half an hour.
salubrious bathing spots, and the PaPi.
Shepherd'
cific coast, from Gray's Harbor to San
This la the name of a meat pie with Diego, abounds In ocean resorts. The
crust browned in the gulf coast and the lower Pacific coast
a mashed-potathave the advantage, however, of
oven.
bathing; the Atlantic
Try these recipes and cut down your coast season is about three month
only.
meat bills.
one-hal-
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Food Value of Peanut
Still She Complain.
The peanut Is a substantial food, six
"I don't 'old with this 'ere vaccina- ounces of shelled peanuts being said to
tion, Mrs. Green. What's vaccination possess a food value of 2.3 ounces of
done for my Uttle Tommy. Since I round steak, live ounces codfish, one
ad 1m done e' 'ad whooping cough, ounce lice, 2.2 ounces rye bread, S5.5
chicken pox, measles In fact, every- ounces spinach, 5.6 ounces apple or
six ounce bacon. The peanut I rich
thing but smallpox.'
la fat and also has mineral salt ImTea Inquisitive.
portant In the diet, such as phosphorus,
lime, sulphur and iron.
An Illinois Judge has decided that
man can talk in his sleep without makA Silly Am Might
ing himself subject to divorce proceedWould you call a donkey gee-haings. Tea, but what did be say?
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
loglstt New Haven Register.

Lesson

(By E. O. Br.l.uKKd,

Acting uireclor 01
the Sunday School Course of the Moody
Bible Institute, Chicago.)
(Copyright, 1911, Writern Newspaper tTnlotl.)

LESSON FOR MARCH 10
JESUS

RESTORING LIFE
HEALTH.

AND

(May be used ns missionary lesson.)
LESSON TEXT Mark 6:21-4QOL.DEN TEXT Himself took our Infirmities and bear our diseases. Matt.
8:17.

ADDITIONAL
MATERIAL
TEACHERS Matt.
Luke
ll--

John

5:l--

;

11:1-4-

FOR
7:16-1-

103:2.

the

This is one of the most beautiful
stories of the Bihle. It appeals to the
loving parents' hearts nnd charms the
attention of every child. The Introduction of the woman who touched the
Master's garment Is referred to by three
of the gospel writers und gives us nn
Intensely interesting sidelight on the
reception uceorded to Jesus during his
Galilean ministry.
The dramatis personue is as follows: (1) The Father Is about to lose
all the poetry and music of his home.
(12) The Child, twelve years old, Is just
on the threshold of Jewish womanhood.
It takes little imagination to
picture how her life hud entwined Itself about the heart of the fattier and
the other loved ones. The stricken
child Is still to be found in the. land,
and It Is this background which makes
the picture so vivid. Why the suffering? Why the separation? Only our
Heavenly Father knows It nil, und
some day we will read the unswer In
the glory of Ills presence. (3) The
Woman, who where from or whither
to we are not told only one of a vast
throng who had just fuith enough to
touch the hem of his garment und be
made whole. (4) The Galilean Prophet's response to the furtive touch of
need was instantaneous, hut without
the marring movement of haste. We
can fnney these characters walking
along the highway. Jesus paused us
The woman
they were Interrupted.
was healed the moment site touched
his garment.
What is (lie meaning
of the pause?
Having taught the multitude and encouraged the heurt of Jairus, they
reached the home, where Jesus excluded ull but Peter, Juiues und John, who
entered with him into the house of
tumult, mude somber by the weeping
nuil nulling of professional mourners
anil relatives. Again we are impressed
with the
Calm Dignity of Jesus,
as he asked, "Why this tumult? the
child only sleeps." Their laughing
scorn is due to their ignorunce of the
power of the Mighty Christ in face of
the fact that the child wus really dead.
When he had turned the unbelievers
out, Jesus took the father, mother und
disciples into the chamber of death.
The occasion wus not for a spectuenlur
denionsl ration of power. Having restored the child to life and to its parents, Jesus admonishes them not to
publish the news broudcust. Evidently he was not yet ready to precipitate
matters in the minds of the multitude,
for of u surety lie knew that In certain
quarters the fact of the cure would
be made known.
This is u beautiful picture of love:
vv.
1) The Father's love
(a)
His need; (h) his position "at Jesus'
"I
feet ;" (c) his plea,
pray thee ;" (d)
his insistence, "besought grently."
-)
The Stranger's Plea (vv.
(a) An
b) "Of long standing;"
interruption;
(c) Jesus' knowledge; (d) Jesus' response; (e) her confession ; (f) her
blessing. (:) The Master's Love (vv.
(u) Jesus' knowledge; the child
was not dead in his sight; (h) delay
does not mean refusal ; (c) the tender
resurrect lou in answer to fuith; (d)
the provision for her needs.
Sorrow brought Jairus to Jesus. Sorrow today brings more men to Jesus
thnn perhaps any other means. Certainly it hus been so during this great
war. As the ruler of the synagogue
Jairus laid uside his pride and hostility to make Ills plea for help and accept serviie of Jesus.
There are three recorded Instances
where Jesus raised the dead. This
"only daughter," which was a simple
and apparently easy mutter. (2) The
"only sou" of a widow, when he "stopped the bier." This was apparently
attended with more difficulty than that
of the little girl, for "she only slept."
The raising of Lazarus, a grown man.
apparently presented still greater difficulties. Viewed from our human angle there were difficulties, but with
God there are none. His flat created
the time und matter worlds. To ascribe difficulty to God Is but to judge
(lib by our standards.
The great need In the foreign field is
evangelization supplemented by education and the ministry of healing
through dispensaries and hospitals. In
the midst of the present war situation
let us not forget our responsibility to
the unevnngellzed at home and abroad.
Jesus Is still the Resurrection and the
Life for "sleeping" children, comma-oltle- s
and nations.
Why did Jesus spend so much time
In working miracles? To Impress the
value of his life upon the world as a
testimony to his divine office, and
prophecy of his authority in his coming Kingdom.
(-

The Highest Liberty.
To set at liberty them that are
bruised. People are bruised by failure, by disappointment, by defeat
They are like birds that were trying to
By and got wounded and dropped back
with damaged wing. Some power In
their life has been stricken.
. There are some whose love Is stricken, there are some whose hopes are
broken and others whose wills are
broken. What we are to do as crusader of Jesus Is to come and tenderly minister to the broken wing, to set
at liberty them that are bruised. Rev.
t. H. Jowett, In the Christian Herald.
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CABINET
To be honest, to be kind, to earn
a Uttle and to spend less, to make upon the whole a family happier for his
presence, to renounce when necessary
and not be embittered, to keep a few
friends, but these without capitulaall on the same grim contion, above
dition ' to keep friends with himself,
here Is a task for all that a man has
of fortitude and delicacy. R. U Stevenson.

Tunny fish Is u delicious variety
which may be made into salads or
served ns one does salmon with lemon
for garnish.
Wouldst shape a aoble life? Then cast
No backward glances toward the past.
And though somewhat be lost and
gone.
Yet do thou act as one new-borWhat each day needs thou Shalt ask,
Each day will set Its proper task.
--Goethe.

MORE GOOD THINGS.

10:7-1-

PRIMARY TOPIC-Jes- us
restoring the
little Klrl to life.
MEMORY VERSE-Ble- ss
Jehovah O my
loul, and forget not all his benefits. Ps.
INTERMEDIATE
TOPIC Jesus
siver of life.
10:10.
MEMORY VERSE-Jo- hn
SENIOR AND ADULT TOPlC-Medl- cal
missions.

the
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As eggs are high, they mny be saved
In breading cutlets or flsh or meat.
Add two tablespoonfuls
of water to an egg; it
will go much further and
be equally good.
Boston Brown Bread.
Mix a cupful of coarse
bread crumbs, a cupful
of cornmeal, a cupful of
graham flour, one und a

THE TASTY RHUBARB.
Rhubarb Is a most valuable spring
tonic, being filled with oxalic add
which
contains purga
tive properties
which
are particularly good for
u sluggish liver.
Rhubarb
Pudding.
I'lnce slices of buttered
bread in a linking dish,
heap over them finely
cut rhubarb, with sugur,
u little wuter and u dush
if niihnwir, hulra until
the rhubarb hus soaked
the bread
Serve from the baking
dish.
Rhubarb Custard Pie. Add to two
well heaten eggs two tablespoonfuls of
cornstarch mixed with a cupful of
milk, u half cupful of sugur and a
cupful of cooked sweetened rhubarb.
I'our this mixture Into a pastry-lineplate und bake. Cover witli n meringue
if so desired, or serve with whipped
creum well sweetened.
Rhubarb Whip. When eggs nre
more plentiful, try this:
Beat the
whites of three eggs to a stiff froth,
add three tablespoonfuls of powdered
sugar and a teaspoonful of lemon
juice, then u pint of stewed rhuharb.
Sprinkle the top with nuts when serv-

of
huif teaspoonfuls
soda, a half teuspoonful
s
of
of salt,
a cupful of molasses and a cupful of
wuter. Stcnm two hours.
Cabbage and Walnut Salad. Take
five cupfuls of cabbage und a cupful
of walnuts put through a meat chopper, then well mixed, llent one and
u huif cupfuls of vinegar with four
teaspoonfuls of sugar, add a tahlespoonful of butter, two heaten eggs,
a teuspoonful each of mustard and
flour und n halt a cupful of milk. Cook
until thick, add a dash of cayenne and
serve.
Fig Pudding. Take a cupful of molasses, a half cupful of sweet milk, n
half cupful of shortening, one egg, a
teaspoonful of soda, a half teaspoonful of cinnamon, a half pound of
chopped figs and two and a half cupfuls of flour. Steam three und a huif
hours. Serve with whipped cream.
Macaroni Salmon. Mash a half can
of salmon with a fork. To a half cupful of rich milk add four tablespoonfuls of fine bread crumbs; when hot
add one tahlespoonful of butter, two
eggs, u dash of paper and
a half teaspoonful of salt. Mix well,
line buttered cups with cooked macaroni and fill with salmon. Set cups in
hot water and hake 1!0 minutes. Serve
hot.
Another Macaroni Dish. Break in
inch pieces n fourth of a puckage of
macaroni and boil witli salt to taste.
When tender put a layer of macaroni
In a buttered dish, a layer of grated
cheese and soft hrend crumbs. Itepeat
then pour over a cupful of rich milk
which lias been mixed with a beaten
Bake slowly until
egg.
nicely
browned.
Rhubarb Bread Pudding. I'our boiling water over n pint of stale bread
crumbs nnd let stand until soft, then
drnln and add one henten egg, one
of sugar, a grating of nutmeg. Have ready buttered cups, and
put Into each a huif tuhlcspoonful of
cooked rhuharh, well sweetened, and
put it over the crunih mixture, and
bake. Cuke cruiiihs or slices of stale
sjMmge cake may lie used and served
with whipped cream.
three-fourth-
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Corn Sally Lunn.
Sift together one
pint of white flour
witli a pint of yellow cornmeal, add
three teaspoonfuls
of baking powder,
two tablespoonfuls of sugar und a level teaspoonful of suit. Add three
eggs, a pint of sweet milk, two
tablespoonfuls of melted shortening.
Beat well and hake in well greased
iimltlit pans 25 minutes.
Johnny Cake. To one cupful of yellow cornmeal add one cupful of flour,
one teuspoonful of salt, one
egg, one cupful of sour cream, and
f
a teaspoonful of soda,
cupful
of molasses. Heat well and bake In a
pun In n hot oven.
Indian Apple Pudding. To one
quurt of scalded milk add one cupful
of cornmeal, cook until smooth and
thick. Add u teaspoonful of cinnamon,
s
of a cupful of sugar, one
tahlespoonful of butter, two
f
en eggs,
a teaspoonful of suit
nnd a pint of chopped sweet upples.
Mix and bake In u moderate oven two
f
and
hours. Serve hot with
sauce.
Indian Date Pudding. Scald n pint
of milk, add u fourth of a cupful of
cornmeal und cook until thick. Add a
of a
teaspoonful of butter,
f
cupful of sugar,
cupful of
dates cut In small pieces, two
of n
eggs ami
each of cinnamon und snlt.
Mir well Slid I ink in n hnttoroil mill.
dim? fllsb In n hot nvpn moll ftrtn
Serve with lemon sauce.
Cornmeal Peach Pudding. Mix together one cupful ench of cornmeal,
t
flour nnd white flour, ndd
two cupfuls of thick sour milk, a teaspoonful of soda, a half teaspoonful
of salt, a half cupful of molasses, one
pint of canned peaches cut fine nnd
drained of their Juice. Steam three
hours and serve with sauce made from
the peach Juice.
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COATS WITH "THROW" COLLARS.

(lauiitlet cuffs and "throw" or scarf
collars are among the small Innovations in coat styles that distinguish
them from preceding seasons. Another almost universal feature of new
coats is some sort of definition at the
waistline which may he either above or
below the normal waistline nnd Is
oftenmost above. Nevertheless, many
of the new conts achieve an almost
Bearing these
strulglit silhouette.
three peculiarities in mind, it will not
be at ull hard to acquire nn
coat, for spring styles show no radical
departures from those of the winter.
Although t he throw Is merely u supplement to the spring coat for wear
on keen, chilly days. It may be made a
style note full of charm. There is n
knack In wearing it which nil lies in
Kach of the
adjusting It becomingly.
two coats Illustrated here is provided
with a throw nnd one of them Is further favored with one phase of the
gauntlet cuff. Both nre of wool
velour. which has proved itself an
ideal fiibrle for coats.

The model at the left Is in beige color.
It has straight panels down the front
nnd n ruther wide girdle set In about
the sides and hack, defining a long
t Is
waistline. The skirt of the
shirred to the belt with scant fullness.
The sleeves nre roomy nnd finished
with ample cuffs that ure embellished
with small buttons.
There Is a long,
rolling shawl collar which may be fastened over the throat. The scurf bungs
to the waistline und ends In large, soft
tassels. It amounts to an ornament
and is pictured with the throat uncovered and the ends hanging at each
side of the coat.
The coal at the left resorts to small
box plaits in the hack to provide the
It
required fullness In Its skirt.
chooses the high waistline and a scarf
in wlille with tasseled ends In dark
taupe like the coat In color.

NEW FASHIONS

Frocks.
Frocks of organdie in combinations
tint barken buck to the fifties give nn
inkling to what may be expected this
season, and Illustrated in a model seen
of gray organdie, the skirt fulled
slightly inlo the waist Is handed at the
foot with self color and finished nt
the top with cord and narrow knife
The (plaint
plaiting of pale yellow.
waist, modified by modern influence,
depends upon knife
plnltings ami cording to trim. A good
looking brown und white plaid gingham dress is combined with white organdie nnd set off with a brown suede
bolt, which carries It above the rank
of the commonplace.

tippling skirt sections nre tabooed

by some of the smartest modistes.
Gray handkerchief linen Is used for
some of the most distinctive of French
band made blouses.
Cut stitching In heavy silk Is In
some
replacing fill tire work on
blouses, since It involves less time and
labor nuil is almost us effective.
A novel edging. Introduced by I.an-vi- u
on some of her blouses, is made of
tiny seam heading, cut in half and ap-

plied by hand.
Colored pique Is used for collars and
cuffs on lingerie Idolises for spring.
Heavily embroidered front panel
are used on some of the hand made
lingerie things.
Blazer strlies nre reported ns returning to favor in Kngland for sweaters.
Most of the t Imndenii brassieres
are now fitted with a shaped diaphragm band.
Tunics on suit skirts nre more prom"Let the Sunshine In."
inent when zouave or Eton Jackets are
"It la well known," says the Chicago made to go with them.
health bulletin, "that plants will not
The three piece or middy suit Is bethrive without sunshine. The same is ing evolved In silk and cloth combinatrue of human beings. The home and tions with very attractive results.
workshop should have plenty of sunAmethyst suede draped and clasped
shine."
with steel buckle forms the belt on a
white velour wnistcoat made to .go
How to Teach.
with a short, box Jacket of a navy
A most Important point for the mothsuit.
er to realise 1 the necessity of stickPumpkin yellow handkerchief linen
ing to the lessons she needs to teach, Is developed Into a mannish tucked
front, sleeveless blouse to wear with
every single day, until the tight habit
are permanently formed In her child. a navy suit, the Jacket of which Is
short and

it

on parchment deeds is not durable. In
deed deposited within very recent
year many line are Illegible and several line have completely disappeared.
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F ANCIES

The following recipes, many of them,
call for eggs; try using a tahlespoonful of molasses as
a
substitute
for
each egg.
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such t ruining.
tientsclothing.... 6'a,S73
424,081
We are to discontinue the knitting of Knitted articles .... 311,680
Christmas
packets., 116.156
trend) caps because the government Is Miscellaneous
41.82S
72,768
to Include a trench cap In every man's
45,681
(tefugee clothing....
equipment. And furthermore, we nre
3.609,181
S.130,203
asked to use the yarn for socks und
HUNK HIBBAUD,
more socks.
varieThe hand-knitteties nre most satisfactory and even Director Bureau of Supplies, Central
when the upper part Is made by ma
Division.

DAY.

CORNMEAL

When fresh lisb are not obtainable
there Is such a variety of canned fish
tliat one need never to be
at a loss to find some- thing appetizing for fish
3 days or meatless meals.
I
Herring Salad. Cook
I snlt herring 15 minutes In
boiling water to cover,
drain, cool and shred in
Add
Hakes.
an equal
quantity of cooked potatoes a half cupful of
celery, a tahlespoonful of
chopped onion, the chopped whites of
two cooked egfcs with a good boiled
dressing. Cover the yolk of egg put
through a ricer.
Codfish With Sour Cream. Prepare
salt codfish ns usual and serve It with
a sauce made 'of sour creum thickened
with two tiihlcspoonfuls each of flour
and butter cooked together with a cup
ful and a half of sour cream.
i
Kin nan huddle Is delicious boiled until tender then served with n drawn
butter sauce for a breakfast dish.
Creamed Finnan Haddi. Cook half
a tubiespoonful of green onion, a tahleof green
well
spoonful
iepier,
chopped, with a fourth of a cupful of
sweet fut, stirring and cooking for five
minutes. Add four tublesoonfuls of
flour, a half teaspoonful of suit, a dash
of cayenne nnd puprika. Pour on gradually a cupful of milk and a cupful of
cream. Bring to the boiling point and
cook three minutes.
Reserve half a
cupful of this sauce and to the remainder add one and a huif cupfuls of
flaked finnan haddle. When hot fill
Compensation.
the center of a rice border with the
No one can do really good work withflsh and pour around it the reserved out making money along with It, In this
sauce. Garnish with canned pimentoes. day and generation, when good workAdd more salt If needed.
men are at a premium. If you are a
Salmon Loaf With Pea. Season a good workman, working for the love of
can of a
salmon with a tea- your work as well as for Its money
spoonful of lemon juice, add a beaten value, you may know that you will And
And It will
egg and a cupful of thick, white sauce. your compensation In
Steam In a mold and serve on a platter be more than a money compensation,
surrounded with creamed peas.
you may be very sure.

It has been found that typewriting

About Supplies.
Kvery lied Cross worker In the central division Is to be congratulated on
the very handsome total of articles
shipped during the month of January.
Can we make It 4,000,000 for the
month of Kchruury?
BhlDDed dur- - Shipped dur
ing month of ing month ot
Jan.,
Dec, 1!17.
Stamlurd. special and
1,758,381
tmrglral dressings.. 2,075,726
Hospital linen, operlinen
paand
ating
338.601

The day returns and brings us the
petty round of Irritating concerns and
duties. Help us to play the man, help
an to. perform them with laughter and
with kind faces; let cheerfulness
ahound with Industry.

THE APPETIZING FISH.

Gone to Grass.
In Spain there are shoes made of
grass, and they will wear for 25 years.
But we'd as soon eat grass as rely on
it for footwear, and who wants to
wear a pair of shoes 25 years, anyhowT
Buffalo Times.

chine the stitches may be taken up on
needles of the correct size und the
foot knitted by hand.

Rhubarb and Raisin Pie. Add equal
amounts of raisins and chopped rhubarb to the crust, ns usual. For children, this may he cooked as sauce,
making a must tasty one.
Rhubarb Sago Pudding. Sago or
tapioca for this. Soak u cupful of
sago In a quurt of wuter, udd a teaspoonful of salt. Thin with hot water
until like heavy cream, then pour over
a dish of cut rhubarb sweetened to
taste, and hake one hour. Serve with
whipped cream.

Today Is your day and mine
The only day we have:
The day In which we play our part.
What our part may signify In the
great world we may not understand.
But we are here to play It, and now Is
our time.
David Starr Jordan.

well-flake- d

A shortage of trained nurses confronts the Ited Cross and young high
school nnd college women must save
the duy for the organization in this dilemma. Kvcn though these young women have no expectation of following
nursing aw a life vocation they may
benefit themselves and show their willingness to help when help Is badly
needed by qualifying to do Ited Cross
work. The time spent In (lie nurses'
training schools of the country, und In
actual nursing, v. Ill prove it lifelong asset broaden I he vision nnd sympathies and make better and less anxious
mol hers of the girls who undertake

hi-s-

box-lik- e.

tight-fittin-

Blouses Without Sleeves.
Pumpkin yellow handkerchief linen
is developed into a mannish tucked
front, sleeveless blouse to wear with
a navy suit, the Jacket of which is
short and hoxlike.
War Caused Simple Styles.
Tunics nre very much favored in order that skirts may not seem unbecomingly skimpy. Loose flying panels nnd
apron effects are also in evidence. The
vogue for simply designed clothes is
traceable directly to the Influence of
the war. More and more women are
becoming really useful memliers of society, and as this condition grows
clothes that are practical as well as
becoming and beautiful will have a- -'
increasing demand.
Custom makes ail thins rosy.

The Elks of this city will hold their
annual election next Wednesday evening March 13, Members are urged
to attend as it will lie a very important meeting.
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GOOD THINGS TO EAT
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-

YARD

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid,
Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.

i

I

Bakery Goods

Coffee Cake
Raisin Bread

Apple Pie
Raisin Pie

Fruits

Bananas
Oranges
Grapes
Apples
Vegetables
Sweet Potatoes
Celery

WE HAVE THEM ALL

KAUNE'S

Phone

e.

I POWER RATE

K. W.
K. W.
K. W.

per

per
per

W.
W.
W.

